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To you, who search the skies
On wings of word today
To scan the blue you'd touch
With silver wings tomorrow
To all who read, and all who fly
Happy Landing]
Rose Cohen.
•
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INTRODUCTION
In mastering the art of mechanical flight, mankind
entered into a new realm of activity, the potentiality
of which he still "but dimly realizes. The development
of the past forty years has brought the flimsy airplane
to the mighty airlines of today, but man hardly has
begun to use the air. The unrealized possibilities of
1/
flight are literally beyond the scope of man's imagination.
Today, no spot on the earth 1 3 surface is more than
y
sixty hours from any other. The ultimate speed, size
and load carrying ability of aircraft has not been es-
tablished even theoretically, let alone realized.
The war, of course, tremendously accelerated the
use of air and the development of aeronautical devices.
Millions of men throughout the world have been taught
to feol at home in the air, to understand it and to use
it.
Man is beginning to comprehend that the air inherent-
ly is the safest means of travel. It is wide, it is high,
and with traffic properly regulated there is nothing to
hit but the ground. New war created devices, when
applied to civilian flying, will make this possibility
remote.
_l/?aul Hunter, Liberty Magazine, December 18, 1943.
_2/Earold Cary, Vice President, United Air Lines.
vii

No one can accurately foretell at this point the
use cf the plane or the work it will be called upon to
do in the ensuing years. However, history shows nothing
stands for long in the way of mechanical advancement.
The conquest of the air represents one of the most
valuable and far reaching mechanical advancements mankind
has achieved.
It is incredible that a single mechanical contrivance,
such as the airplane, could significantly alter man's
understanding of the physical world in which he lives
and enable him to surmount nature's ancient hurdles, the
oceans, the deserts, the mountains, and the rivers, which
through the ages have thwarted and deflected him. It may
not seem possible that man is at last free to satisfy
his urge to move from place to place with the utmost
speed and comfort. The airplane has brought about these
changes almost over night.
The great speed and safety achieved by planes per-
haps constitute the most profound aspect of man's con-
quest of the air. In the early seventeenth century
sixty-two days were required for the Pilgrims to cross
the Atlantic in sailing vessels. Just a few years ago
the fastest steamship completed the same run in slightly
under five days. Today, airplsnes speed up that distance
to ten hours, and usually without stops. When the time
viii

for an ocean trip shrinks from sixty-two days to ten
hours, the world has grown very small.
The need for educating our youth to participate in
the air age has grown complex* insistent and immediate.
Youth requires a thorough introduction to the scientific
principles which underlie flight. They must grasp the
unusual political, social, and ethical issues - local,
national, and international - which aviation has raised.
Furthermore, the problems of the air age are so urgent
that schools are finding it necessary to respond promptly
and vigorously to take advantage of a rare opportunity
to influence, to guide and shape an emerging era.
ix

CHAPTER I
THE SCOPE AND PUnPOoE OF THIS THESIS
The Problem
i.ature of the problem .-- The adjustments in society
present a problem of great magnitude and one that cannot
be met in a month or a year. School personnel cannot
measure their plans for air-age education in terms of
the present air war. Even now they are seeking
perspectives and attempting to catch at least the major
outlines of aviation's long sweep into the future, for
the changes to come may finally be more vast than any yet
seen, or even imagined, and the air-age may well offer
man a challenge so powerful and insistent as to shake
his faith in many of his f undamenta 1 concepts. In fact
our generation may be forced to a major reinterpretation
of our physical world, our key to social ideas, and
1/
finally our educational plans for youth.
Lhe educational challenge of the air-age .-- Aside
from the immediate need of air personnel for war pur-
poses, there is the long-range problem of retraining an
1/Pre-Flight Aeronautics Program, Civil Aeronautics
Administration, Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.,
1943.
-1-
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entire people to live effectively in a drastically
changed era.
Aviation enters the school program.-- Aviation is
entering the school curriculum in tv/o main forms: (1)
In aeronautics courses, as a body of science principles
which underlie flight, and (2) as supplementary aviation
subject matter in established courses.
Supplementing Regular School Subjects
With aviation Concepts.
High school aeronautics courses have been supplement-
ed by inclusion of aviation materials in established
courses in related fields. Basic subjects have been
rendered more timely and functional by this supplementa-
tion process.
Geography .-- In the entire school curriculum,
perhaps no subject is destined to be more profoundly
1/
affected by aviation than i3 geography. Its emphasis,
its fundamental assumption, its essential subject-
matter, its equipment and apparatus have all been sharply
challenged by the expanding air-age. Ihe study of
geography can be grouped under two main headings; (a)
Those bearing on human geography, and (b) those related
to the air ocean in which we live.
1/Geography is the strategy of men, space relations and
resources, '..hen a major invention is made it alters that
strategy.
t
a. Geography as a Man Made Science.
b. Nature of Geographical Ideas,
c. The World's Framework.
d. Dynamic Geography.
e. Airplanes and Economic Geography.
f. Airplanes and Social Geography.
g. Airplanes and Political Geography.
h. Geography and National Thinking.
2. The Air V,e Live In.
a* Man and the Atmosphere.
b. Development of Meteorology.
c. Nature of the Atmosphere.
d. Topography of the Atmosphere.
e. Weather and the Vv'eather Map.
biology
.
Aviation poses endless questions where
discussion and investigation cm contribute timeliness
to biology^ basic content.
Suggested topics for teaching units in the field of
biology:
a. Living Things in the Air.
b. Nature of Flight.
c. Altitude Effects.
d. Pressure and Temperature Effects.
e. Acceleration and the Human Body.
f. Sense Organs and Flight.
-(
g. Physical Fitness for Flight.
h. Air Travel and Disease Control.
Physl cs . - - Flight depends on application of various
physics principles, the understanding of which is in-
dispensable to prospective aviators.
Sugge sted topics for teaching units:
a. General Nature of Aircraft.
b. Air as the Flight Medium.
c
.
Airfoils .-and Air Forces.
u.
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e. The work of Propellers.
f Control of Airplanes in Flight.
Materials Used in Airplanes.
h. airplane Fuels.
i • Aerial Navigation.
Meteorology in nviation.
k. Radio in aviation.
elementary science .-- Nuuerous aspects of aeronautic
fit into elementary science courses. A few suggested
topics are:
a. Atmosphere.
b. Natural Fli^it.
c. Kites and Balloons.
d. Heavier-Than-Air -Flight
•
e. Vaeather and the Air-Age.

Mathem at! c s . -- Since aeronautics is a science, its
problems frequently involve mathematics. Ordinary
mathematical principles can often be illustrated by
aviation applications.
ocial studies .-- .'ar-age implications for social
relations are numerous and fundamental. In the basic
sense in which aviation produces a new geography, it
also brings about critical shifts in social thinking.
Suggested topics for study in the field of social
studies
:
a. The ,^rld ,.ar of the ^ir.
b. Air Power and World Peace.
c. A Shrunken, Interdependent World.
d. Aviation's Future.
e. Administrative Control of Aviation.
f. Local Communities in the Air-Age.
^ngli sh . -- Aviation is a fascinating aspect of
contemporary life and its growing literature is worthy
of a place alongside older prose and poetry. It also
provides endless themes for oral and written composition.
a. rtviation literature.
b. Writing and talking about aviation.
Fine Art£«— both in elementary and secondary schools
art classes can make profitable uses of aviation materials.
Suggested subjects for groups:

a. Types of planes: Ske telling and painting
different types of planes.
b. Plane structure: Detailed precise drawing of
structure of plane.
c. Meteorology: sketching of main cloud families.
d. Camouflage: Main camouflage types can be
studied: (1) reduction of visibility, (2)
complete concealment, (3) changing an object's
apparent identity, (4) use of decoy targets.
Industrial arts .-- Industrial art classes provide
opportunities for concrete demonstrations of various
aerodynamic principles.
Suggested activities:
a. Construction of model planes.
b. Experiments to demonstrate:
(1) forces which operate on planes.
(2) to show pressure in a Venturi tube.
(3) to demonstrate thrust.
c. Basic aviation principles can be tested:
(1) itewton's laws.
(2) Pascal's law.
(3) Bernoulli's theorem.
d. Study can be made of tne relation of air-
worthiness to design, such as types of wing
and tail assembly.

A Discission of the Units and
Unit Assignments Submitted
Selec ti on . -- The units which are submitted in this
study deal with topics I feel should be included in
every high school curriculum today. The units which
comprise this work are on the topic: The Effects of
Flight On the Human Organism to be used with classes
in the senior high school, and the topic: Weather and
Its gffect on Fli;±it , to be used with classes in the
senior high school.
Intrcduc tions . - - The introduction is an important
phase of the unit assignment. Introductions vary in
length depending upon the purpose which the teacher has
in mind. The main part of the introduction is to do
part or all of the following: Stimulate interest,
arouse curiosity, give an overview, or justify the unit
to the pupils* The introduction should cause the pupil
to feel that here is an area of knowledge which is worth
acquiring for its own sake and immediate value. I have
given a number of different introductions in each unit
as well as unit assignments which the teacher may use
for introducing different phases of the unit. There are,
or can be, various types of introductions to unit
assignments and part of the contribution to this thesis
is the presentation of a number of introductions.

8% The different introductions included in this thesis are:
(1) teacher demonstration, (2) use of instruments, teacher
demonstration and discussion, (3) sound motion pictures,
directing questions, and objective tests, (4) current
events and discussion, (5) questions and discussion, (6)
group study and pupil demonstration.
he optional related activities .-- I have listed a
great many optional related activities. In a purely
psychological sense all optional related activities are
projects. That is, they are activities in which pupils
1/
engage solely because they want to. The teacher,
however, can feel free to modify the assignment for
each pupil and to use any of the optional related
activities as part of the unit assignment in her plan
of teacher-pupil activity.
Use of visual aids .-- Visual aids have been listed
with each unit which I deemed valuable for the teaching
of these particular units. The visual aids have been
listed and availability mentioned. No attempts have
been made to list a±l items of useful equipment fre-
quently found in high school physics laboratories, such
as psychrometers, barometers, thermometers, Boyle's Law
tubes, anemometer and similar types of apparatus. The
principles of aeronautics can often be demonstrated with
TTKoj 0. Billett , Fundamentals of Secondary-School
~eac -ling
,
I-I o u_" ht on, :.!iflin, New York, 1940, p« 507
.
•
1/
familiar and easily secured tools, machines, or apparatus
which may be found in the school shops or secured from
interested citizens.
Slides, motion picture films, globes, maps, models,
charts, illustrations, diagrams, exhibits, film strips,
and bulletin board displays, all find a place in
teaching these units.
New films are constantly coming on the market. It
is, therefore, essential for the teacher to keep up
with the field to make sure that he will know about the
up-to-date slides and films.
Teacners may be interested in information sources
on homemade equipment. Two such sources are:
Lynde, C. J., ocience Experiences with Home Equljgmant
International Textbook Jo
.
, Scrant on, Pa. , 19o7.
Lynde, C. J. Science experiences with Inexpensive
Equipment , International Textbook Co., ocranton,
Pa. , 1939.
A start only has been made in listing visual aids.
Diagrams, pictures, charts, graphs, and maps can be
secured by teachers and students from a variety of sources
A number of the sources have been listed under Teachers
heferences at the end of the units.
Testing . -- The testing for unit assignment is
measured to some extent by oral and written classwork
of the pupil. I am listing a number of sources which
will be of assistance in compiling mastery tests.
1/ Kenneth LI. Swezey, The Parlor Trick That Lakes Planes
"Fly, The Saturday Evening Post , January 1, 1944.
-
1. Complete ~xa.r.ination Questions and Answers in
me te ore logy , Carlton L. Wheeler. (This book
includes answers to questions in Civil Aeronautics
Bulletin 25). C.A.A., Washington, D. C.
2. todern Aeronautics Activity Tests , American
education Press, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. These
activity tests contain some excellent objective
tests as well as mastery tests.
3. ooperative Pre -Flight Aeronautics Tests, American
Council on Education, 15 A-esterdam uve
.
, New York
N.Y.
4. bnthly Current Aviation Tests, Current Aviation
Magazines, 400 South Front Street, Columbus , Ohi o
.
These tests appe ar monthly in the weekly pub-
lication of Current Aviation Magazine. This
magazine is recommended in the student references.
Hobbi es .-- Teachers often overlook the value of
hobbies in helping to motivate and teach. People with
hobbies are usually well qualified to make interesting
and valuable contribution to classes or groups.
Those students whose hobbies are model-plane con-
1/
struct ion map making and airplane pictures, can make
particularly valuable contributions. Time given for
students or others to display their hobbies and talk
about them may prove highly valuable to all and be the
basis for inspiring others to start hobbies.
l/r« A. Collins, A Boy's Book of Model Aeroplanes
,
D . Appie ton- C e ntury Co., tiew York, 1941.

CHAPTER II
UKIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC, THE
EFFECTS OF FLIGHT OH Thi HUUaU ORGai.IS::
The Unit
Flight has become a familiar phase of human activity.
The responses and reactions of the body during flight
relate to well known biological laws. Man is physically
adapted to living at the bottom of the air ocean. All
this tends to focus our attention upon the pilots who fly
the airplanes and the passengers who ride them. The con-
ditions on the surface of the earth, at or near sea-level,
are those to which the human body is best adapted. Some
cf these conditions which change when man goes up into
the air are pressure, temperature, and the composition of
air. There is, for example the matter of muscular co-
ordination, which becomes much more important as part of
a pilot ! s equipment when flying altitudes are increased.
There are such phenomena as airsickness, altitude sick-
ness, and the necessity of getting enough oxygen when
surrounding air pressures are lowered. These factors de-
termine the effects of flight on the body of man, and to a
great extent on how he lives. Man adjusts himself to them
largely through an understanding of these effects.
-
12
Delimitation of the Unit
A. Altitude and its effects on the human organism.
Physical conditions of the atmosphere . --
1. In airplane flight it has been found that gaining
altitude too rapidly does not allow the body time to
make adjustments, on the other hand a slow rate of
altitude gain (200 feet per minute) may not be
desirable because the flier is exposed to weather con-
ditions cf the lower altitude for a longer period.
2. The atmosphere comprises at least three definite
spheres or levels; na ely, the troposphere, the strato-
sphere, snd the ionosphere.
3. The troposphere is the region best known and extends
up about six miles. The air here is in constant
motion vertically as well as horizontally. It is the
region cf clouds and changing weather conditions in
which the temperature drops as altitude increases.
4. The stratosphere differs from the troposphere in that
it is free from storms and hindering clouds and un-
broken by disturbances. Its temperature, though about
67 degrees below zero, remains constant. This region
has the conditions best suited to rapid long-distance
flying.
5. The ionosphere is the least known. It rests upon the
stratosphere and extends the atmosphere more than

200 miles into space. Recently science has found
this region very essential to radio whose waves are
reflected from it back tc earth. It is also a
region in which, although barometric pressure is at
an absolute minimum, it is believed the temperature
once more rises from unbearable sub-zero temperatures
1/
to temperatures perhaps equal to those on earth.
6. The temperature of the air near the surface of the
earth varies. The air tends to become colder at the
rate of about one degree for each 280 feet of in-
crease in altitude until the stratosphere is
reached. The fact that the temperature decreases
with the ascent creates a specific problem for the
airman.
7. V«e find the highest temperature at the earth's sur-
face. The heat is transferred into the higher levels
of the atmosphere partly by; (1) conduction; (2)
moisture in the air wnich effects its rate of cooling;
and (3) the turbulent change of air. The result is
1/Air Age Education Series, Elements of Pre-Fiight Aero-
nautics , Aviation Educational Research Groups, Teachers
College , Columbia University, MacMillan Publishing
Company, New York, 1942, p. 69.
_2/Air age Education Series, Science of Pre -Flight Aero-
nautics for high School , Aviation Educational Research
Groups, Teachers college, Columbia University, MacMillan,
New York, 19^2, p. 69.
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that ordinarily the temperature decreases rapidly
1/
with altitude. The rate at which the temperature
changes with altitude is called the temperature
lapse rate.
8. As the airplane climbs higher the air becomes
progressively thinner. Pressure decreases with
altitude. as a result each layer cf the atmosphere
is weighed dov/n by the layer above causing the air
at the lower levels to be more dense because of the
pressure. The decrease of pressure is not constant
per unit cf distance. It is rapid near the earth 1 s
surface and is less marked at the higher altitudes.
9. The results of pressure differences are easily under-
stood in the light of Dalton's Law of gases. This
law states that in a mixture of gases each gas
exerts a partial pressure equal to that which it
would produce if it alone occupied the whole space
occupied by the mixture.
10. The normal pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch
1/
is sometimes called one atmosphere. The same
pressure exists inside as well as outside all or-
iyHamburg , :.:erri 11 , and George E. Tweney, American
student Flyer , Pitman Publishing Company, New York,
1942, p. 378.
2/F. L. Fitzpatrick ana Karl A. Stiles, The Biology of
Flight
,
Mac.Millan, New York, 1942, p. 39.

ganisms that live at sea-level conditions,
11. An increase in altitude means a decrease in baro-
metric pressure of one inch for every 1000 foot
levels.
adjus tmen t of the body to these physical condi tions
:
--
1. It is considered unsafe for the average person to
fly much above 20,000 feet because of the limita-
tions of present equipment, the weakness of human
nature, and the possibility that the oxygen supply
may fail.
2. as one climbs to high altitude the lack of oxygen
stimulates the breathing rate. The increased breathing
causes an abnormal amount of carbon dioxide to be
worked out of the blood. Reduction of carbon dioxide
in the body below the normal amount is one of the
dangers of high altitude flying.
3. At high altitude, less oxygen passes into the blood
and the tissues of the body soon suffer from oxygen
lack, ccmr.only referred to as altitude sickness or
anoxia.
4. The evidence of oxygen lack usually appears at about
5000 feet. At about 15,000 feet there is likely to
be signs of breakdown, both physically and mentally.
Sight, hearing, and muscular co-ordination begin to
fail.
r
Anoxic or altitude sickness can be prevented by-
flying below the heights at which the sickness
developes. If high-altitude flying is necessary,
oxygen should be provided in either of two ways
:
a. Use cf oxygen tanks: Oxygen is inhaled
through a rubber tube held in the mouth,
supplied from a tank.
b. Use of pressure cabins; The normal oxygen
content of the air and its normal pressure
may be maintained. The oxygen content is
maintained constant with pumps. The pressure
cabin bids fair to be the ultimate solution of
the problem of high altitude flight*
as the atmosphere is much less dense at high alti-
tude a number of effects upon functions related to
respiration are evidenced.
a. The pitch of the voice becomes higher.
b. A greater volume of air is required to vibrate
the vocal cord3.
c. Hoarseness is developed after talking a short
time.
d. At about 25,000 feet it is impossible to whistle.
e. The chest walls feel that they are caving in.
High altitude brings on a type of fatigue that can be
avoided by inhaling pure oxygen for about half an honr
*
before and during ascent,
8. An increased irritability of the muscles appear
during anoxia and even mild cases of calcium
deficiency. These play an important role in pilot
fatigue
.
9. Decrease in temperature stimulates the body meta-
bolism thereby speeding up the use of oxygen by the
body.
10. There are few combinations that cause as much
suffering as cold. In flying at high altitude one
obvious problem is to prevent heat dissipation from
the skin. The need is all the more acute because
the flier cannot make up heat loss by physical effort.
11. Suitable clothing is the most practical way to reduce
heat loss from the flier's body. To surround the
body with a motionless layer of air would be the
best way to prevent heat conduction but this is not
possible
.
12. Flying suits should fit snuggly at collar, wrists, and
ankles. Rubber or clothing impermeable to moisture
snould not be worn because the results are to keep
moisture in the underclothing.
13. Masks have been used to protect the face but have
not been too satisfactory. The mask interferes with
the vision and is uncomfortable.
<
14. In addition to the temperature of the air and the
kind of clothing worn, the amount of blood in the
skin influences the cooling of the body.
15. The effects of sudden chilling of the body and ex-
posure to cold
a. Lowers the resistance to upper respiratory
infections
.
b. Lessens the acuteness of the sense of touch.
c. Dulls muscular reactions.
d. Causes distraction of the mind, loss of morale,
drowsiness, stupor, and finally unconsciousness.
e. Infections of the sinuses and the middle-ear
are common with aviators of high altitude.
16. Some degree of shock occurs when an individual is ex-
posed to any condition which tends to lower blood
pressure such as exposure to cold for any length of
time •
17. The use of the extra heat-producing action of proteins
in maintaining body temperature appears to be a
valuable adjunct to the diet of the avaitor. The
specific dynamic action of protein may be of parti-
cular value to the high altitude aviator in aiding
the temperature regulating mechanism of the body so
necessary at the colder temperatures experienced
1/
above 10,000 feet.
1/Lt, Howard R. Bierman, Nutrition in Aviation Lied i cine,
ar Medicine
,
January, 1943, pp. 2-19.

18. Efforts have been made and are being made to sur-
mount low temperature difficulties, some of the
methods are:
a. Electrically heated flying suits.
b. Pressure suits.
c. Heated cabin planes.
d. Facial masks.
e. Heated gloves.
19. Aeroembolism is a condition caused by the liberation
of gas bubbles, principally nitrogen in the spinal
fluid, blood, and tissue, due to the decreased air
pressure in the higher altitude with a resulting
tendency of nitrogen to leave the body. The dissolved
nitrogen and some oxygen in the blood comes out of
the solution in the form of bubbles v/hen the outside
pressure is suddenly released.
20. The most practical method of oreventing aeroembol-
ism is to eliminate nitrogen from the body by breath-
ing pure oxygen before and during ascent.
21. The stomach and intestines of man contain a small
amount of gas. At about 53,000 feet when the pressure
has been reduced to one tenth its normal value, gases
of the digestive tract expand to ten times their
original volume. The effect of this expansion depends
upon the rate the flier gains altitude. If the ascent

is rapid, the intestines become greatly distended and
exert pressure in all directions.
22. No cure is known for the discomfort caused by the
distention of the intestines during a rapid climb.
The swelling is due to the expansion of gases
confined in the intestines. "Seasickness" or nausea
sometimes come to the novices when the air is tur-
bulent. The gas trapped or forming in the intestines
cannot escape.
23. 'Jhe air capacity of the lung is reduced because
the downward movement of the diaphragm is partly
blocked by the counterpressure of the expanded
digestive tract. The chest muscles do not meet the
usual resistance and the chest walls feel as though
they were caving in.
24. Attempts have been made and are being improved upon
at present to prevent the ill effects of low pressure.
a. All dangers can be avoided if a sea-level
pressure in the cabin of the
x
.lane is con-
stantly maintained. The pressure cabin air-
plane was first used for flight in 1921.
(This type of cabin was referred to for use in
prevention of anoxia).
b. Pressure suits have been experimented with but
have not been adopted as entirely satisfactory.
(
The chief shortcomings have "been that it cannot
withstand high pressure and it interferes with
movement and vision.
VIley Post made a number of flights in a pressure
suit but no records have been found of the results.
B. acceleration and its effects on the human organi sm.
Physical conditions of acceleration . --
1. Change of speed or velocity is known as acceleration.
Speed means rate of motion while velocity means
speed in a defined direction. Negative acceleration
is called deceleration. Speed has no effect on the
body if the speed remains constant in rate and
direction. In starting, stopping, banking or diving
the speed is constantly changing.
2. In flight maneuvers it is common to have accelerations
greater than G. This results in a "load greater than
1/
the weight, since the actual mass is unchanged. It
is the practice among airmen to refer to loads in
terms of the relation of the plane acceleration to the
acceleration of gravity, a load of 5G would result
from an acceleration of five times that of gravity.
3. Modern combat planes have attained high speed in
1/Air -Age Education Series, Science of Pre -Plight
Aeronautics for High Schools"^ Aviation Education
Research Group, Teachers College, Columbia University,
.•'acmill&n, A. Y.
,
1&42, P. 187.
(c
excess of 500 miles per hour, and even higher speeds
are probable in the near future. Sustained velocities
of this grade are harmless as long as planes travel
in approximately a straight line but as soon as the
direction of flight is altered both the plane and its
occupants may be subjected to stresses of high order.
4. The weight of any object is in reality the force of
gravity upon it. Force is measured by the product of
the mass of any object times its acceleration. The
acceleration due to gravity is 32.16 feet per second.
The symbol of the acceleration due to gravity is G.
5. In the launching of a plane from a catapult, the
acceleration may reach 4G. In steep banks and in
1/
power diving, acceleration may exceed 5G. The
effects of these forces on the body are very severe.
6. '.Vhen at high speed the flight path of a plane is
altered fro>n a straight line, as in a pull-up dive, a
tight turn, or a diving spiral, the lift of the wing
produces a centrifugal force at right angles to the
long axis of the plane. Because of inertia the
pilot's body is pressed into the seat of the plane by
centrifugal force of exactly the same magnitude.
1/Air Age Education Series, Science of Pre-Flight Aero -
nautics for High School , Aviation jjJaucational Research
Groups, Teachers College, Columbia University, MacMillan,
New York, 1942, p. 187
<<
This force varies:
a. Inversely with the radius of the curved path
of flight.
1/
b. Directly with the square of the plane's speed.
7. Positive acceleration denotes forces which are
applied to the pilot in sitting position and there-
fore acts through the long axis of the body.
8. Negative force of acceleration is experienced in
maneuvers such as an outside turn in which the pilot's
head travels along the outer portion of the curved
path.
9. Both positive and negative acceleration are the
result of centrifugal force, because they involve
the inertia of a body forced to travel along a curved
2/
path.
10. Transverse acceleration is brought about by taking
off and landing and acts from the side, front to back,
and back to front.
11. Linear acceleration occurs when planes are cata-
pulted into the air or during braked landings.
12. Angular acceleration occurs in spins.
13. Coriolis effect is a special type of angular accelera-
tion which occurs when a pilot suddenly turns his head
1/ George G. Ham, Effects of Centrifugal Acceleration On
Living Organisms, ^ar Medicine
,
Jan., 1943, p. 30.
2/pp. clt. p. 31.

at right angles to an already acting force of
acceleration.
Sffects of acceleration on the body . -
-
1. Positive acceleration:-- The first impression de-
rived from the impact of aircraft against the
resistance of the air during a pull-up from a dive
is one of intense bodily strain, sometimes described
as "concertina sensation".
a. The cranium feels extremely heavy and as
acceleration increases becomes more difficult
to hold erect.
b. The skin of the forehead, cheeks, and eyelids
feel tense; the cheeks are pulled downward, and
the lower jaw sags.
c. The arms and legs feel intensely heavy and with
high force of acceleration can be moved only
with great effort.
d. The lower portions of the legs feel congested
and tense.
e. I.Iuscular cramps and tingling may occur.
f
.
Inspiration becomes difficult, probably because
of downward displacement of the diaphragm by the
pull of the liver and the downward pressure of
the heart and lungs.
g. The anterior abdominal wall is pushed outward.

h. Visual disturbances make their appearances,
usually in the form of dimming of vision,
followed rapidly by total loss of vision, or
"black-out ".
Unconsciousness usually results if positive accelera-
tion is continued after "black-out" has occurred. During
deceleration, as plane resumes level flight, conscious-
ness usually returns first, followed rapidly by return
of vision and except for transient mental confusion
complete return to normal within a few seconds.
2. "Black-out" is the effect of positive acceleration,
due to the fact that the forces acting from head to
feet prevents the blood being pumped by the heart to
the head in normal amounts, so there is relative
lack cf blood and a drop in blood pressure above the
area of the heart.
3. Various methods are used for preventing "black-out".
a. Taping the legs and abdomen.
b. Yelling when pulling out of a dive.
c. «earing a broad tightly buckled belt.
d. Yjearing an inflatable belt.
e. Wearing a water suit such as is worn by German
Aviators
.
f. Sitting in a position known as the "forward
crouch"
.
f
g. Tensing the muscles of the legs and abdomen.
h. Elevating the legs.
4. Negative acceleration:-- This type of acceleration,
force applied from the rump toward the head, occurs
in such maneuvers as the outside loop. Tolerance
to negative acceleration is much lower than tolerance
to positive acceleration, and the sequelae are more
serious and prolonged. As a result of a force
between - 2 and - 3G:
a. The face feels highly congested and there is a
throbbing pain throughout the head.
b. If the force is increased to between - 3 and
-4,
5G, the congested feeling becomes intense, a
sensation of greatly increased intracranial
pressure occurs.
c. The eyes seem to protrude from their orbits and
some persons describe a visual disturbance called
"seeing red" or "redding out".
After exposure to negative acceleration mental con-
fusion, headache, muscular inco-ordination, and staggering
gait may last for five minutes to eight hours. Pilots
avoid this type of acceleration as far as possible because
of the serious nature of its effects.
5. Transverse acceleration:-- Acceleration of this type
up to 6G do not produce any subjective effects except
V
for the sensation of increased pressure.
a. At about -6 to 8G, inspiration becomes in-
creasingly difficult and the breath is usually
held with the thorax in the midinspiratory
position.
b. Accelerations up to 120 produce only minor
disturbances of vision.
6. In transverse acceleration the body is pressed back
against the seat with considerable force or thrown
forward dangerously hard if a crash landing.
7. In general, the average untrained man experiences
dimming of vision and "black-out 11 if exposed to an
acceleration of 5G for five seconds.
8. During maneuvers the pilot and his passengers are ex-
posed to marked acceleration forces. These forces cause
severe changes in the dynamics of the cardiovascular
system and raise the blood pressure in parts to exceed
200 or 250 mm of mercury.
9. Petechiae in the eyes, face, and middle ear during
violent maneuvers are not uncommon. The petechiae are
due to breaking up the capillary wall by a markedly
increased intercapillary pressure.
10. Airsickness is a condition due largely to rotary
motions and vertical accelerations in aircraft flight
and has no reference to altitude sickness or oxygen lack.
V
11. An acceleration of 2G for two seconds causes dis-
placement of internal organs and congestion of the
blood in the head.
12. Airsickness is a condition characterized by nausea,
vomiting, instinctive fear, vertigo, perspiration,
and prostration which occur principally as a result
of acceleration, chiefly vertical, in aircraft flight
Since it is a combination of equilibratory changes
and psychologic-apprehension, airsickness may be con-
y
sidered a true functional neurosis.
13. Ways and means of preventing the ill effects of
acceleration have been studied with care but not
much can be done at the present time except:
a. Avoid maneuvers that produce dangerous accelera
tion.
b. Change the position of the body so that in
effect the acceleration becomes transverse.
c. '..ear special equipment.
14. Tolerance to acceleration is lowered by repeated
exposure, loss of sleep, fatigue, or too much food
and drink.
C. Combined effects of acceleration and altitude.
1. If the results of high altitude and acceleration
_1/Lt. Howard R. Bierman, Nutrition in Aviation Medicine,
War I.iedicine, Jan., 1943, p. 13.
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are combined they mutually reinforce each others
ill effects.
2. The sense organs which are concerned with maintain-
ing our balance and keeping us aware of our relation
to gravity are adapted to a life on earth. When man
leaves his normal place of being for higher altitudes,
these organs are often worse than inadequate for
their purpose. Many tragedies of the air are caused
by difficulties for which the organs of balance are
re s pons ible
•
3. The principal organs of orientation and balance are
the eyes, ears, and various parts of the muscular
and skeletal systems.
4. The eye is the primary sense organ of the flier.
5. The eye, the vestibular apparatus of the ear, and the
body muscles are interrelated and correlated through
the nervous system to keep the body in the desired
position. The eyes cannot determine in which direction
the earth is moving because of gravitation effects
and they are not fooled by flight acceleration which
may act in any direction.
6. The illusion regarding the horizon can be so strong
that the flier may doubt the accuracy of his indicator.
This illustrates how important a part the eyes play
in giving the pilot a sense of position under certain

circumstances, also that one may be tricked by the
eye as well as the ear.
7. A descent of 10,000 to 15,000 feet without ventila-
tion of the middle ear will usually cause rupturing
of the eardrum. Ruptured eardrums will heal in time
but repeated damage to the middle ear will result
in partial loss of hearing.
8. Like the middle ear, some of the sinuses (airfilled
spaces located in the hollow boxes of the head)
present problems in flight similar to those caused
by the middle ear.
9. Sensations from the muscles, joints, tendons, and
skin also help to orient us in space. Through the
sensory nerves of the skin we are able to feel our
position in relation to other objects such as
buildings, trees, and the ground. All these sense
systems also perceive the pull of gravity and through
the inertia of the body detect acceleration.
10. Fatigue is a serious problem in aviation because it
results in a general lowering of efficiency. Flight
fatigue is a condition produced by mental and
emotional strains.
11. There are many types and causes of flight fatigue.
Some of the most common are
:
a. Temporary or chronic fatigue.
«1
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b. Physical fatigue.
c. Emotional fatigue which results from the fact
that man is out of his elements in the air and
there are dangers peculiar to his environment
•
d. High altitude in itself brings on a type of
fatigue that may be due to aeroembolism for it
develops at about the same height that nitrogen
bubbles appear in the blood.
e. Fatigue produced by glare, the sun, clouds, water,
and reflection on shining surfaces of the plane.
f. Fatigue produced by noise.
g. Cold produces a fatigue by increasing the use
of energy by the body.
h. Fatigue caused by vibration.
i. Oxygen lack is one of the most common causes of
fatigue
.
12. The growing importance of aviation in the modern world
tends to focus interests and attention upon the
selection of superior pilots. One of the requisites,
of course, is physical fitness for this particular
type of activity. To a large extent physical fitness
depends upon the efficiency of the sense organs.
13. The following qualities of physical fitness for pilots
require consideration;
a. Acuity of vision — sharpness of vision.
•*
b. Accommodation of vision — the human eye is
focused by changing the shape of its lens.
c. Color vision -- one of the vision defects
that cannot be corrected.
d. Depth perception -- ability to judge relative
distance accurately.
e. Co-ordination of the eyes — referred to as
ocular muscle balance.
f. Hearing ability to hear whispered numbers
from 20 feet distance.
g. Balance or equilibrium — known by the "feel
of things" whether one is banking and turning
in a controlled manner.
h. Muscular co-ordination.
i. Tremor -- steady hand.
j. Muscular strength test of strength.
k. Blood pressure 150 mm systolic pressure.
1« Teeth -- correction to be taken care of.
Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning,
A realization that the airplane has created a new
ecology, a new strategy, and rendered imperative a
ne.v psychology, -- a social psychology in terms of a
social geography.
^n appreciation of the airplane's technical poten-
tialities and limitations.
A knowledge of the historical developments of aviatit
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4. Increased vocabulary of terms needed to understand
this unit.
5. An understanding that the conquest of the air rep-
resents one of the most valuable and far reaching
mechanical advancements mankind has achieved.
6. A knowledge of the significant changes in world
affairs which have been brought about by aircraft.
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The Unit Assignment
A. Introduction: Show one of the following films
or one that explains the basic principles of aerodynamics.
Suggested films
:
a. "Methods of Flight", Bray Pictures Company,
b. "Problems of Flight", Erpi Classroom Films.
c. "Principles of Flight", Eastman Kodak Co.
d. "Young America Flies", Warner Brothers.
e. "Theory of Flight", Society for Visual Educa-
tion, Inc., based on the book, "Simplified
Theory of Flight", by Thomas C. Gillmer and
H. Erich Nietsch, D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc.,
1941.
Before showing the picture a classroom discussion
should be promoted based on a current article from a
daily paper or any one of the science magazines. The
following questions should be in the pupil' 3 hands before
viewing the film:
a. What weather conditions is the aviator ex-
posed to as he gains altitude?
b. Why is the stratosphere best suited for
long distance flying?
c. Where does the aviator encounter turbulency
in the atmosphere? What effects does this
have on the body?
1
d. How does the body adjust itself to the
changing pressure encountered in flight?
B. For individual study and investigation:
Read one of the articles listed below and write a
short account of the difficulties experienced by the
climbers especially those relating to temperature
and pressure changes.
a. C. Glaurock, "Conquering America's Highest
Peak", Popular Mechanics
,
Sept. 1941,
pp. 17-24
b. R. L. Burdsall and T. More, "Climbing
Mighty Iuina Konka", National Geographic
,
May, 1943, pp. 624-50.
c. J. R. U^man, "Battle to Conquer Mount
Everest", Science Digest , March 1942,
pp. 54-e.
d. J. ft« Ulman, "Man and the Mountain",
Reader's Digest
,
February 1942, pp. 112-16.
How does the temperature change in higheralti tudes?
How does the composition of the atmosphere change in
higher altitudes?
Read "The Aerial Conquest of Everest", by Lieutenant
L. V. S. Blacker, National Geographic, August, 1933,
pp. 127-162 and compare the difficulties experienced
in climbing by foot to that of the ascending airplane.

Give the characteristics of (a) the troposphere,
(b) the tropopause, (c) the stratosphere, (d) the
ionosphere
•
Read the article, "Exploring the Stratosphere",
by Captain Albert Vti. Stevens, National Geographic,
May* 1936. Be able to discuss with the class one
of the follov/ing topics:
a. Special equipment planes must have in order to
fly successfully in the stratosphere. What are
the hazards encountered?
b. Why is the government becoming more interested
in the stratosphere?
c. What is the purpose and advantage of the strato-
sphere plane.
Refer to a physic book and find what the absolute
temperature scale is. Draw the two scales referred to
and discuss the advantage of using each one.
Demonstration: Temperature experiment.
Equi pment : - - Two identical thermometers, two metal con-
tainers with lid (one blackened on the outside with
lampblack or soot), each with a hole in the lid to
accommodate thermometers, source of heat (the sun if
possible or an electric heater).
Procedure :-- Place the thermometer in the cans so that
their bulbs hang about midway between the lid and the
(
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4 bottom. Place on the window ledge if the sun is
shining, or alloy/ a Bunsen burner to burn luminously
equidistant from each can. (Note the thermometer
readings before applying heat).
a. Yftiat thermometer shows the greatest amount
of change?
b. »Vhat method of transferring heat has been
demonstrated?
c. Define this method of transferring heat.
8. Look up in your science book experiments which show,
(a) that air has weight, (b) that a i r exerts pressure.
Demonstrate some of these to the class. How do they
apply to flight?
9. V.hat change in pressure takes place at high altitude.
What is the law?. Give examples of pressure changes
and apply the law.
10. Demonstration : Pressure experiment.
Equipment :-- Pump plate, aspirator or suction pump,
bell jar, small rubber balloon.
Procedure : -- Place a partially inflated balloon under
a bell jar or a pump plate. %Be sure that no air gets
in under the jar). Pump air out of the jar. As the
air pressure in the jar decreases, the air inside the
balloon will enlarge the balloon. As the pressure con-
tinues to decrease the balloon will expand and if it
I
does not burst it will fill the jar.
a, 'what does trie experiment show about the decrease
of pressure as the plane rises in altitude?
b. Demonstrate other experiments showing effects of
reduced pressure.
11. Demonstration ; Hoy/ the lungs function.
Get a glass cylinder about eight inches long or a
medium sized bottle from which the bottom has been re-
moved. Put a glass tube through a one hole stopper
and tie a toy balloon to one end of the tube. Insert
the balloon and tube into the glass container, making
sure that the latter is corked (stoppered) securely
at one end. Tie a sheet of rubber across the other end
of the bottle or cylinder. Blow into the tube partially
to inflate the balloon which represents a lung in the
cavity of the thorax.
12. Discuss the fact that oxygen gets into the blood only
because its partial pressure is high and thus forces
oxygen through the membrane of the lungs.
a. "Mountain Sickness". "What are the effects?
b. "Altitude Sickness" or Anoxia. What are the
effects?
c. Compare the effects.
13. Investigate the details of the methods of increasing
the oxygen supply at high altitudes and report your

finding to the class.
14. What are the syiuptons of "oxygen lack 11 ? How are
pilot's protected against this effect?
15. Explain two methods of overcoming the harmful effects
of low pressure on the human organism.
16. Make a vocabulary list of new words and phrases dis-
covered in your reading. Explain the meaning of each.
Use illustration to show you understand the meaning
of the words. A few of the words for your vocabulary
list are as follows: anoxia, ionosphere, Dalton's law,
systolic, depth perception, ocular muscle balance,
inertia, aeroembolism, vestibular, petechiae.
17. What are the effects of high altitude flying on the
functions of the respiratory system? List five effects
and explain at what altitude the symptoms appear.
18. What is meant by pilot fatigue?
a. Name causes of pilot fatigue.
b. What effect does fatigue have on the pilot?
c. Read what the fliers in the armed forces
have done to prevent fatigue.
19. Compare the temperature of the body when it reaches the
stratosphere to that maintained in the lower troposphere.
a. What protection is used for the flier against
colds?
b. What is the average temperature of man?

2D . Prepare a report on the factors that have to do
with the cooling of the body. Use charts and
demonstrate to the class. Be prepared to discuss
the following topics:
a. Temperature of the body.
b. Movement and moisture of the air.
c. The kind of clothing worn by aviators.
d. The flow of the blood through the skin.
21. What effect does diet have on regulating the tempera-
ture of the body?
22. Is aeroembolism a condition new to man? What causes
it? Name ways of preventing it.
23. How does reduced pressure effect the stomach and
intestines. Are there any cures for its discomforts?
24. vVhat effect does aeroembolism have on the lungs?
25. Demonstrate experimentally how rapid evaporation of
perspiration may result in sudden chilling of the body.
Equipment
;
— Secure two test tubes of such size that
one fits inside the other.
Procedure : -- Place one inch of water in the outer
tube and two inches of ether in the inner tube.
Using a straw, blow the breath into the ether until
it has all evaporated. A thin sheath of ice will
have been formed on the outside of the tube, or the
outside water will at least be considerably cooled.
The ether is comparable to the rapidly evaporated
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perspiration and the water to the surface of the body.
26. Demonstrate breathing mechanism (lime water test for
carbon dioxide which is shown by exhaling into a
test tube of lime water through a glass tube).
C. Optional Related activities :
1. In a notebook or scrap book paste newspaper clippings
of accounts of aerial activities which you consider
to be conclusive proof of the importance of the effect
of flight on the human organism.
2. Llake a list of the ways in which the airplane is
likely to effect your life from this time on. Con-
sider food, clothing, recreation, entertainment,
vocations, housing, location, health, and other general
interests
.
3. Investigate famous stratosphere flights and report
your findings of the greatest height reached by man.
4. Collect pictures of the aurora borealis and tell
the class where the beautiful lights occur and what
scientists have discovered about them.
5. Give a written report or an oral report on Wiley
Post's contribution to the science of aviation for
high altitude flying.
6. Write of a personal experience, your own or someone
you know who has traveled in a plane. Describe the
sensations experienced.

7. Give a book report on one of the books listed under
fiction in the bibliographs . Make it interesting
for the class by bringing in pictures of planes,
famous fliers, instruments used in flying, clothing
worn, and protective equipment.
8. Write accounts for the school paper on current books
in the field of aviation. Reprint articles that you
feel might be of current interest to the students.
Have a column in the paper with a name such as
"Flying Tips", "Aviation News", or some original
heading
.
9. Read the article "Curvature of the iarth" by Captain
A. V.. Stevens, National Geographic, May, 1933. There
are some excellent photographs showing division
between the traposphere and the stratosphere. Show
them on the projector to the class.
10. Collect poems on flight, especially those related to
high flying. Have some of these poems read to the
class.
11. Count your pulse rate when sitting quietly. Then do
a setting-up exercise for two minutes and repeat the
pulse count.
12. Carry a barometer from the street to the top floor
of the school and note the change in readings.
13. Make an illustrated booklet of pictures from old magazines
(
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picturing the history of the airplane.
14. Make posters on "flying hazards".
15. Mount for the bulletin board any newspaper articles,
magazine articles, pictures from advertising litera-
ture, or original sketches or drawings which would
be applicable to this unit.
16. Report any articles found in current magazines that
you have found interesting to read.
A. Introductory activities : Acceleration and its
effects on the human organism.
1. Demonstrate circumstances producing transverse,
positive, and negative acceleration by use of a model
airplane or a Link Trainer. It should be noted that
the effects are different upon persons who are in
sitting positions from prone positions.
2. Show the film, "Aerodynamics; Theory of Plight". The
film shows the motions of a plane in flight with
animations superimposed on scenes of a model plane
in flight to give graphic illustrations of pitching,
rolling, snd yawing.
a. Discuss the types of accelerations demonstrated
in the picture.
b. From observation how would you think the maneuvers
of the plane would effect the human body.
c. Have you ever experienced the discomforts en-
-
countered in flight in other than an airplane?
Ask some members in the class to tell about their
flight experiences. Have a class discussion based
on reasons for the discomforts experienced in flight.
Have the members of the class bring in articles and
books about stunt maneuvers.
Invite an aviator to talk to the class about air
maneuvers and how the tolerance to acceleration is
established.
Discuss modern combat planes, presenting the following
questions
:
a. Why does the pilot have a temporary loss of
vision when pulling out of a dive.
b. Hov/ does airsickness differ from altitude
s ickness
.
B. Individual activities .
Distinguish the terms, (1) speed, (2) velocity, and
(3) acceleration.
What is meant by the term G?
Problem:-- If a 140 pound pilot were subjected to an
acceleration of 3G, what would be his load or pressure
on the seat?
What are some of the measures used to counteract the
effects of G force?
Demonstration: Newton's Third Law of Motion.
Equipment :-- Some 7 mm. glass tubing, No. 8 solid rubber
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stopper, rubber tubing, piano wire.
Procedure : - - Cut five 4-inch pieces and one 1-inch
piece of 7-mm. glass tubing. Draw out a fine nozzle
at one end of each of four 4-inch pieces and seal one
end of the 1-inch piece. Shape each of the four 4-inch
pieces into an L bend with the short arm 1 inch and
long arm 3 inches. Gut a 10-inch piece of 5-mm. glass
tubing and make a right angle bend at its center.
Bore three holes--all at right angles to each other
—
in a No. 8 solid rubber stopper as shown. Insert
the four nozzles, the 1-inch tube, and the straight
4-inch tube into the stopper. Make certain that the
tubes do not come together at the center of the
stopper. Cut an 8-inch length of piano v/ire, slip
it into one arm of the 5-mm. L bend, and slip the
nozzle arrangement over it. The wire and the end
of the short closed tube act as bearing surfaces. A
short rubber tube should now be attached to the
other arm of the 5-mm. L bend. When one blows into
the rubber tubing, the nozzle assembly revolves,
simulating the operation of an ordinary lawn sprinkler.
6. State Newton's Third Law of Motion.
7. Describe linear motion and illustrate.
8. Describe angular motion and illustrate.
9. Demons trati on; Inertia.
a. Attach a spring balance to a loop of string
It
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tied around a brick. What force is needed to
keep the brick in motion?
b. What force is needed to keep the brick moving
at a uniform speed?
c. Place a cardboard about four inches square over
the r.iouth of a bottle. Place seme small coin
on the cardboard directly above the mouth of the
bottle. Quickly snap the card sideways off the
bottle with your finger. What becomes of the
object on the cardboard. Why?
10. What is inertia?
11. What is meant by angular acceleration?
a. What relation has angular acceleration.
12. What kind of acceleration is produced by:
a. Taking off.
b. Landing.
c. Diving.
d. Putting on the brakes.
Give examples of each acceleration.
13. Name the kind of accelerations that have harmful effects
on the body. What methods have been devised to over-
come the effects? How successful have the methods
been?
14. Give an account of the experiences of fliers who have
"blacked-out " during maneuvers.
((
15. What causes petechiae during violent maneuvers?
16. what type of acceleration is the most serious to
the aviator?
17. Hoy/ does "redding out" differ from "blacking out"?
a. Which condition is the most serious to the
flier?
b. What type of accelerations bring about these
condi tions?
c. Can a tolerance to these conditions be estab-
lished?
18. Are individual differences important in establishing
tolerance to acceleration?
a. What type of people are likely to be less
affected by acceleration?
b. Hov.r is tolerance to acceleration lowered?
B. Optional and Related Activities .
1. Show how a few of the many principles can be applied
to aviation.
a. Gas pressure.
b. Fluid flow in the plane.
c. Radio and its use in the plane.
d. Lift.
e. Drag.
f . Thrus t
.
A* Introductory activity: Combined Effects of
Acceleration and Altitude.
c
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1. Review with the class the effects of altitude, tempera-
ture, pressure and acceleration on the human organism,
a. How does flight affect the muscular system?
b« Why is fatigue such a serious problem in flight?
c. Discuss factors that contribute to flight fatigue.
B. Individual activities .
1. From your readings list the effects of high altitude
on, (a) the ears, (b) th9 digestive system, and (c)
the muscular system.
2. Give an account of the effects of acceleration on
the systems of the body.
•3. Vihat systems are the most susceptible to the effects
of flight?
4. Use models and charts and demonstrate to the class
how the vestibular structure of the ear is related to
maintaining balance.
5. Look at your neighbor's eye. Note the size of the
pupil in a room with limited light. Direct the beam
of a flashlight on his eyes and watch the pupillary
reflex.
6. Study models and charts which show how the throat and
nasal mucuous membrane communicate with the sinuses
and middle ear through the Eustachian tube.
7. Demonstrate by a chart the parts of the eyes affected
by altitude and acceleration.
Z 'MA of Ev.i\^&a.
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a. What effect does "redding out" have on vision?
b. What effect does "blacking out" have on vision?
c. How dees binocular vision enable a person to
estimate distances with fair accuracy?
8. How does altitude and acceleration contribute to the
effects of air sickness.
9. What has been done to overcome this handicap.
1/
10. Obtain the library book "Are You Fit to Be a Pilot" .
Make some of the tests described in the bock. Rate
yourself or a friend on some of these items.
11. Make a list of the physical qualifications you believe
to be essential for all aviators to possess.
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CHAPTER III
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC,
WEATHER AriD ITS EFFECTS ON FLYING
The Unit
Man is a deep air animal living at the bottom of
an ocectn, All about him exists a vast ocean of gas, or
atmosphere, the assembly line for the production of
those elements that we call weather. Man has always
had to study the weather for his own preservation. The
aviator properly begins the study of weather with the
atmosphere; for his safety depends upon his ability to
adjust himself to atmospheric changes caused by gigantic
forces over which he has no control,
Wfcather is the movement and behavior of the restless
churning layer of air that thinly blankets our turning
earth. This ever flowing flood of air brings us heat
from the tropics, cold from the Arctic regions, rain and
snow from moisture evaporated from the ocean, gales and
calms. It affects our daily lives, our health, our
fortunes, and probably the growth and future of our
children. Knowing how to use the weather is helping us
to win the war. Never before has weather been employed
so expertly as a weapon.
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1« Weather has always been of great interest and im-
portance to man. The earliest record we have of
any serious study of the weather, is a book on wind
written by the Greek philosopher and naturalist,
Theophras tus, a disciple of Aristotle.
2. Several years after the landing of the Pilgrims at
Plymouth Rock, the Italian, Torricelli, discovered
the principle of the barometer. Galileo, his teacher,
had already invented the thermometer.
3. Among the common instruments used in the study of
weather are:
a. The rain gauge which is used to measure the
amount of rainfall.
b. The anemometer which is used to measure the
force of wind.
c. The thermometer which is used to measure tempera-
ture •
d. The barometer which is used to measure air
pressure
.
e. The sunshine recorder which measures both in-
tensity and during.
f . The anemoscope which is used to indicate wind
direction.
g. The psychrometer which is used to measure humidity.
<
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(1) The hair hygrometer is also used for
measuring humidity.
4. 'leather is the condition of the atmosphere at any one
time or during a short period of time.
5. Climate is the average weather condition over a long
period of time.
6. The temperature of the air is directly proportional
to its pressure and is greatly affected by changes
in elevation. The average rate at which the tempera-
ture decreases due to change in altitude and pressure
can be considered as three degrees Fahrenheit per
1/
1000 feet.
7. Tempera tures are higher in summer when there is more
sunlight.
8. Dust and water in the atmosphere are of direct im-
portance to the aviator. It is these two together
that produce rain, fog, haze, and limited visibility.
9. The amount of water vapor in the air is always changing.
10. Weather disturbances take place principally in the
lower layer of atmosphere. This layer extends to a
height of about four miles at the poles and eleven
miles at the equator and has an average height of
seven miles in the middle latitude. This region is
characterized by a uniform decrease in temperature with
height.
1/'. Merrill C. Hamburg and George H. Tweney, The American
Student Flyer
, Pitman Publishing Corp., N. Y. , 1942.
1
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11. The air temperature is measured by a thermometer
which registers:
a. The expansion and contraction of a liquid or
solid
.
b. The increase or decrease in electrical resistance
with a variation in temperature.
12. The common scales employed on thermometers are, (1)
Fahrenheit, (2) centigrade, (3) absolute.
a. The Fahrenheit scale is used most commonly in
the United States. On this scale water freezes
or melts at 32 degrees and boils at 212 degrees.
b. The centigrade scale of temperature is used in
most foreign countries and to some extent in
the United States. On this scale, the freezing
point of pure water is zero and the boiling of
water 100 degrees.
c. In the measurement of temperature, a very im-
portant point from which to measure, is absolute
zero. At absolute zero, a body is presumed to
have absolutely no heat. On the Fahrenheit
scale, absolute zero is minus 459.4 degrees.
On the centigrade scale absolute zero is minus
273 degrees.
13. The United States Weather Bureau uses a maximum-
minimum thermometer to show the highest and lowest

temperature registered over a given period of time.
14. The thermograph is a self-recording bi-metal thermome-
ter which gives a continuous record of the temperature.
A drum is revolved by means of clockwork and the
variations of the temperature are recorded by a pen
connected to a pointer.
15. Records of pressure at higher levels show a lower
pressure value than at sea levels. In order to com-
pare pressures at different stations as an indication
of air flow it is necessary to adjust all pressures
to a comion plane. In this country all pressures are
changed to either sea-level readings or to what they
would be at 5000 foot levels.
16. Pressure decreases at the rate of one inch of mercury
for each 1000 feet. This decrease does not hold quite
as closely to the lower levels.
17. Two types of barometers are used to measure the pressure $
a. The mercurial barometer which uses the principle
discovered by Torricelli.
b. The aneroid barometer, a mechanical type of
barometer, operates without the use of liquid.
18. Barometric pressure is measured in inches or centi-
meters of mercury. The unit, the millibar, corresponds
to one inch of mercury and the "standard atmos ohere
,
H
(29.92 inches of mercury) has a pressure of 1013.2
millibars
•
(
The rate of decrease of pressure is not the same
all the way to the top of the atmosphere. As you
go higher the air becomes less dense and a greater
height must be attained before there is a one inch
fall in the barometer.
Cloud, s
Clouds are the most important single weather element
visible to the aviator. They are the direct ex-
pressions of the physical processes which are taking
place in the atmosphere.
Clouds are formed when the water vapor in the air
is condensed into particles of water or ice.
The international classification of clouds has been
adopted by most countries. The importance of an in-
ternational classification make cloud observation
throughout the world comparable with each other.
Clouds are divided into families according to their
height. The aviator can usually estimate the height
of a cloud by its shape.
Clouds are of many shapes and sizes. For convenience
in identifying clouds each type of cloud has been
given a name. bince clouds occur at varying altitudes
they have been divided into four general families
according to their height.
a. Family A. Cirrus clouds: These are the high
clouds. They are composed of ice crystals and
((
represents a condition of fair weather,
particularly appealing to the pilot.
b. Family 3. Alto-cumulus clouds: These clouds
are composed of layers of nearly globular masses.
They indicate a change from clear to chaotic,
thundery skies. They are warning signs to an
airman because of the unstable conditions of air-
currents inside their billowy forms*
c. Family C. Strato-cumulus : These clouds consist
of large rolling or lumpy masses of dull gray.
They cover a considerable area of the sky. If
the clouds expand they result in precipitation.
d. Family D. Cumulus and cumulo-nimbus: These
clouds are vertical developments where the air
next to the surface has been heated and forced
upward. As the cumulus masses thicken and grow
darker they represent thunderstorms and are very
dangerous to flying.
The pilot is interested in knowing how much of the sky
is covered with clouds. It is important for him to
know whether he will be able to see the ground or
whether his flight will have to be between or above
the clouds. The official language used by the
meteorologist to estimate the extent of cloud-covering
of the sky is:
c
a. Clear. When there are no clouds present, or
where they cover less than one -tenth of the
sky.
b. Scattered. Vrfhen from one-tenth to five-tenths
inclusive, of the sky is covered by clouds.
c. 3roken. V.nen mbre than five-tenths but not
more than nine-tenths of the sky is covered by
clouds.
d. Overcast. When more than nine- tenths of the
sky is covered by clouds.
'when the sky is clear, or less that one half the sky
below 10,000 feet is covered by clouds, the ceiling
is reported as "unlimited"*
If clouds cover more than half the sky and lie less
than 10,000 feet above the station, the height of the
ceiling is reported as the distance in feet from the
ground to the base of the lowest clouds.
Should precipitation, fog, or other weather conditions
make it impossible to observe the cloudiness, the
ceiling is reported as zero, that is, at the surface.
Small ceiling balloons are used to measure altitude
of clouds and for very accurate determinations of
ceilings at night, the under side of the clouds is
lighted by means of a special searchlight and the
lighted spot is sighted through a kind of telescope,
which is called a clinometer.
c(
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11. Thunderstorm regions are always hazardous areas
whether they be those that occur with air masses or
at fronts.
a. Thunderstorms develop from cumulus clouds
produced by vertical currents.
b. The velocities in vertical currents in severe
thunderstorms are believed to exceed 200 miles
per hour.
c. Thunderstorms are often accompanied by hailstones
which cause physical damage to the plane.
d. Icing conditions accompany thunderstorms.
e. The lightning that accompanies thunderstorms is
one of the least hazardous. Raindrops, like
all matter, are made up of positively and
negatively charged particles.
12. Thunderstorms can be easily avoided by the flier:
a. The cumulo-nimbus clouds in which they occur
are easily seen even far away.
b. They do not travel more than 30 miles per hour.
c. They are not likely to be too large to fly around.
d. Because of their great height they are likely to
be too high to fly over.
e. It is unwise to try to fly between thunderstorms
unless the clearing is at least a mile wide.
13. Pilots can see tornadoes in plenty of time to get out
c
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of their paths except at night and then the lightning
which accompanies the tornado indicates its location
and the vicinity can "be avoided.
14. There is little reason for an aircraft to "be trapped
in a hurricane. These disturbances move too slowly
and offer too many warnings to be a menace. A pilot
should not make the mistake of thinking he can fly
over them. They are likely to affect the entire
region below the tropopause.
15. Clouds which are made up of supercooled droplets of
water are dangerous to fly through. when the super-
cooled droplets of water are disturbed by the plane
they immediately freeze to it.
16. Ice clouds present no ice hazard because the solid
particles (crystals) which make up the ice clouds do
not stick to the plane.
17. There are three types of ice which form on airplanes.
a. Clear ice, or glaze, forms into a variety of shapes
on the surfaces of the plane.
b. Rime is opaque and has a granular texture.
c. Frost is small separate crystals of ice.
18. Two general conditions are required for the formation
of ice:
a. The plane must be flying through the area of
atmosphere which contains water in some visible

form either as a cloud or as precipitation,
b. The temperature of the liquid droplet must be
at freezing, or very near zero degrees Centigrade
or 32 degrees Fahrenheit.
19. The pilot is very apt to find ice under two general
conditions
:
a. In a region of freezing rain under a temperature
invers ion.
b. In fog, cloud or mist.
c. In stratus type clouds which give rime.
d. In cumuli form clouds which cause clear ice.
20. There are a number of methods used to combat wing
icing
:
a. A rubber "boot" is placed over the leading edge.
b. Use of the hot exhaust gases passed through a
tube inside the leading edge.
c. Propeller de-icing is accomplished by causing
an anti-icing fluid (such as glycerine or alcohol)
to be flowed over the propeller blades.
d. A slinger ring is clamped to the rear face of
the propeller hub.
21. Low-lying surface clouds are one of aviations greatest
hazards, particularly for the light plane pilot who
must fly by instruments.
22. The term ceiling as employed in aviation is defined
r(
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as the distance between the surface of the ground
and the base of the lowest cloud layer.
23. Visibility may be defined as the horizontal distance
at the surface at which objects may be seen by the
unaided eye. The visibility may vary considerably
within the lowermost layers of the atmosphere, being
poorest generally at the ground.
24. Fog is a stratus cloud on the surface of the earth.
It may be formed in two ways
:
a. By an increase in the moisture content of the
air
.
b. 3y a cooling of the air below the saturation
point.
25. There are two classes of fog, (1) air mass fog and,
(2) frontal fog.
a. Air mass fog is caused by the cooling of the air
beyond the saturation level. This is
accomplished in two ways.
(1) Warm, humid air moves in over a cold
ground and is cooled until condensation
occurs
.
(2) „hen the air is calm on warm sumner nights,
the earth cools more rapidly than the air
above it. The air close to the ground is
then cooled by contact and condensation
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occurs. This is called radiation or
ground fog.
26. Frontal fogs form ahead of warm and cold fronts.
Ahead of a cold front the warm air is raised until
the saturation level is passed, causing fog in the
air near the surface.
27. The United States Weather Bureau gives a list of
conditions favorable to the formation of fog.
a. Type of air mass: Moiae in lower levels.
b. Character of locality: Up-slope motion.
c. Season of the year: Cold ground surface.
d. Path air mass has followed: Flowing over cold
surface
.
e. Wind velocity: Low but not calm.
f. Dew-point: Near temperature.
g. Radiation conditions: Ground surface.
h. Moisture content aloft if available: Dry air
aloft.
Air Masses
1. One of the basic subjects concerned in understanding
modern meteorology and its effect upon flying is
air masses.
2. «n air mass is a widespread body of air which approxi-
mates horizontal uniformity. That is; the properties,
level for level, remain the same over a wide area.
t
The region where the air mass attains its original
characteristics is called its source region.
There are two general source regions, tropical and
polar; and two types of surfaces from which the air
may take its properties, (1) continental, and (2)
maritime
.
When a great mass of cold air accumulates it presses
down on the earth with extra weight and the barometer
rises. This forms a high pressure area or a "high".
Y/hen a stream of warm light tropical air meets a
stream of cold dense polar air, instead of simply
mixing, a definite "surface" will arise.
a. The cold air will under-run the warm air in the
form of a flat wedge.
b. As the warm air is lifted up over the colder
air, it is cooled by expansion, and clouds and
precipitation result.
The most used symbols for air masses were developed
by the Norwegian Meteorologist, Bergeron.
a. (A) Arctic.
b. (P) Polar.
c. (T) Tropical.
d. (E) Origin.
e. (M) If the air gained its properties over a mari
time surface
.
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f f. (C) If the air gained its properties over a
continental area.
7. Bergeron distinguishes between air which is colder
than the surface over which it is moving by the
symbol (K); air which is warmer than the surface
over which it is moving is distinguished by (W).
8. A cold air mass is defined as a mass which is colder
in the lower levels than the surface over which it
is moving. This means that the air is being warmed
from below. The warming will produce convection
currents which will carry the nev; surface properties
up into the air and greatly modify it.
9. The characteristics of a f,cold air mass' 1 are:
a. Turbulence in lower levels.
b. Unstable lapse rate.
c. Good visibility (except in dust storms).
d. Cumuloform clouds:
(1) cumulus.
( 2 ) cumulo-nimbus
.
e. Showers, thunderstorms, hail, sleet, snow
flurries.
10. A "warm air mass" is a mass which is warmer in the
lower levels than the surface over which it is moving.
The cooling from below tends to make the air more
stable and to prevent convection. This type tends to
t
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maintain its original properties. When the air is
cooled to its condensation point, a fog will form,
11. The characteristics of a "warm air mass" are:
a. Smooth air (above surface friction level).
b. Stable lapse rate.
c. Poor visibility (smoke and dust held in lower
levels )
.
d. Stratoform clouds:
(1) fog or ice crystal fog.
(2) stratus (and alto-stratus).
(3) stra to-cumulus
.
e. Drizzle, mist, dew.
12. The Bergeron classification implies the existence of
two fronts separating three air masses - the Arctic
front between Arctic and polar air, and the polar
front separating polar from tropical air.
13. The collisions between cold and warm air masses
produce storms and bad flying weather.
14. Rain and snow are formed when warm air containing
water vapor is raised from the earth's surface up to
a height where the temperature is cold enough to
condense the vapor. This happens when a mass of cold
air coming down from the north meets a warm moist
air mass moving up from the front. The warm moist
air is the lighter of the two, so it slides up over
the cold mass.
1
15. A warm air mass contains more moisture than a cold
air mass
.
Fronts .
1. Great blocks of cold air move southward from the
northern source regions, and the warm tropical
masses move northward from the warm source regions*
Because these masses are in a continual state of
motion, they are bound to come into contact with one
another
.
2. When a cold air mass meets a warm air mass, the two
do not mix to form temperate air. Instead, the one
strives to push the other back and the more powerful
of the two is the victor.
3. The zone where the two air masses struggle with one
another is known as a front. V.hen a cold air mass
rushes in to displace a warm air mass, the front is
known as a cold front.
4. When the warm air pushes back the cold air mass, the
front is called a warm front.
5. Sometimes one cold front will move fast enough to
overtake another cold front. This gives rise to a
condition known as the occluded front. In this case,
the warmer air between the two fronts is lifted
between the fronts, causing squally rains and low
temperature.
i
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6. A front may be several hundred miles long and slope
several miles up into the atmosphere.
7. Fronts do not form every time two air masses meet.
If the properties of the two air masses are very
similar, there may be a general merging of one air
mass with the other. If no sharp boundary or dis-
continuity develops there is no front. To be of much
importance in producing predictable weather changes,
fronts must be of fair size and distinctness.
8. All fronts have common properties; this makes it
possible to locate them on weather maps.
9. Fronts are transition zones, that is, places of sudden
change. You get quick shifts in such characteristics
as pressure, temperature, and wind direction.
10. The isobars on a map are lines which have been drawn
through points where the barometer readings indicate
the same pressure. The pressure front as shown by
the isobar is lower than the pressure on either side;
that is, a front lies in a low pressure area.
11. North America is never free of cyclonic storms. Such
storms form where a cold-air mass contacts a warmer-
air mass. The cold air which is moving faster than
the warm air begins to spiral in a counterclockwise
direction, much as whirlpools develop in a stream
between adjacent currents of water moving at different
speeds
.
r
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12. A knowledge of the way in which a cyclonic wave
develops is essential to the pilot and forecaster
because such knowledge gives clue to the kind of
weather to follow.
13. The cyclonic wave does not remain in one area while
undergoing these changes. A much larger area feels
the effects of a cyclonic disturbance because the
wave passes along the frontal area from west to east
in a manner similar to the spread of waves through
water
.
14. Some of the most hazardous flying weather is found in
cold front zones. Heavy rain or snow, low ceiling,
poor visibility, severe turbulence, icing condition
and frequent thunderstorms are typical of the cold
front zones.
15. Tornadoes are very violent whirling storms of small
diameter. They have intense cyclonic rotation,
accompanied by heavy rain, usually by lightning and
frequently by hail.
Winds .
1. The air traveler is greatly affected by the wind. He
needs to know about vertical as well as horizontal air
movements
.
2. Wind is nature's way of correcting pressure inequalities.
Air moving essentially parallel to the earth's surface

is properly called a current.
Wind is air in horizontal motion, and there are also
times when either rising or descending air currents
may have sufficient velocity to be classified as wind.
There are several forces in the atmosphere that
cause air to move from one place to another.
a. Force of gravity acts upon the air and causes the
lower air to be more dense than the upper air.
b. The pressure gradient, air flowing from an area
of high pressure to an area of low pressure.
c. Because the earth is revolving at a velocity
greater than 1000 miles an hour the wind is de-
flected from its normal path.
d. Because of the uneven nature of the earth's
landscape, any wind moving across the surface of
the earth is retarded in its movement by friction.
Winds are named for the direction which they blow.
a. Horse Latitudes: The area known as the sub-
tropical high pressure belt.
b. Trade Winds: Blow from the northeast in the
northern hemisphere and from the southeast in the
southern hemisphere.
c. The Doldrums; The region adjacent to the equator
has an almost uniform atmospheric pressure with
light winds with frequent showers and thunderstorms
4
d. Chinook: Is a hot, dry wind blowing down a
mountain slope, often raising the surface tempera-
ture 20 to 40 degrees.
e. Prevailing westerlies: Northward from the equator
there is a decrease of pressure, small amount at
sea-level but increasingly rapid in the upper
levels. As a result of this pressure distribution,
the winds throughout the temperate latitudes are
prevailing from a westerly quarter.
f. Polar front: There is a general movement of
polar air southward from the polar region similar
in process to the movement of air north from the
equator. When these currents meet, the pre-
vailing westerlies, the polar front is formed.
Wind velocity near the earth's surface is measured in
miles per hour by instruments called anemometers. The
speed of rotation gives a reliable measure to the
average velocity. Vvind velocities are measured on
weather maps by means of the symbols shown in the
Beaufort Scale.
The wind velocity as given by the Beaufort scale is for
wind at the standard anemometer elevation of 20 feet
above the ground.
The earliest known scientific instrument for noting
the direction of the wind was the "Tower of Winds n
*
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built about 100 B.C. in Athens.
9. Engatio Danti erected in 1570 some pendulum anemometers
for measuring the force of wind in Florence and
Bologna.
10. The pilot determines the wind direction while in
flight in a number of ways:
a. Wind sock: A white cloth approximately 10 feet
in length, shaped like an open cone, and tapers
from two feet in diameter at the mast end to
about 1 foot in diameter at the trailing edge.
V»ind blowing in at the large end fills the
hollow cone which trails out in the direction
of the airflow. It is large enough to be easily
visible from the air.
b. "T" vane: A black model of a plane designed to
swing freely about its vertical axis.
c. Radio at terminal airports keep pilots informed.
11. The direction, character, and velocity of the wind
are of constant concern to pilots.
12. The unequal heating of the land and water causes land
and sea breezes.
13. A monsoon is a wind that reverses its direction with
the season. It blows from the interior of a continent
toward the sea in winter and in the opposite direction
in the summer.
'I
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14. Eddy currents ranging from a few feet to a hundred
feet or more in diameter may develop when winds blow
over a rough surface. The chief danger from eddy
currents occur when planes are landing or taking off.
15. Convection currents, set up when air is warmed at the
ground, gives rise to a small up and down current.
The turbulence thus produced in the atmosphere does
not extend much higher into the atmosphere than 4000
feet but occasionally does reach heights of 10,000 or
12,000 feet above the surface.
16. Of great importance to pilots are the eddy winds which
occur on the lee side of the mountain (the side of the
mountain away from the wind).
a. These winds produce violent downdrafts, and many an
unsuspecting pilot lias been caught in one of
these downward movements and has crashed into
the mountain side.
b. Pilots should always allow plenty of altitude
when flying to the leeward of mountains.
17. Unstable air flowing over mountains increases its
velocity. Hinds over mountains are almost always
turbulent and do not make for smooth flying.
..6 ather Maps .
1# The weather bureau can predict in a scientific way
1/
tne coming weathert
1/P. Barrows Colton, Weather Fights and Works for Man
,
The National Geographic, Dec, 1943, pp. 641-670.
c_
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Q 2. Every weather station throughout the country makes
a complete observation of the weather four times
each day, at six -hour intervals: 1:30 a.m. (Eastern
Standard Time), 7:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m., and 7:30 p.m.
These reports go to the forecasting centers by radio,
telegraph, telephone, and teletype. Each report is
then included on a weather map of the whole country.
These maps are made at six- hour intervals.
3. A synoptic weather map is a map showing weather
measurements made at the same time all over the country.
4. A system of standard weather map symbols has been
devised. By the use of these symbols, most of the
conditions around each station may be shown on the
weather map,
5. The great value of the weather map is that by show-
ing the conditions around each station simultaneously
it is possible to determine the warm or cold fronts,
and this leads to the determination of the various
air masses, which is the basis of modern meteorology.
6. The station model is the key to the construction and
interpretation of the weather map. It is extremely
important to remember the position of each of the
symbols and numbers on the station model.
7. One of the most important things shown on a weather
map is the difference in pressure over the various
%
c
parts of the country at the same time.
a. A region of high pressure is called a "high".
b. A region of low pressure is called a "low".
8. A weather map is a contour map of the atmosphere at
any given time.
9. On a map of the United States, the atmospheric
pressure around each weather station is written in
millibars.
10. To give the shape of the atmosphere, we must draw
contour lines. The curved line drawn between stations
showing equal barometric pressure is called an isobar.
a. The drawing of isobars on a map give a topographi-
cal view of the atmosphere.
b. When the isobars are close together they mean a
steep mountain of high pressure or a canyon of
low pressure.
c. By studying the shapes of the isobars, the
meteorologist is able to determine the positions
of "fronts".
11. Weather maps of the upper air called isentropic charts
are used as a supplement to the surface maps.
a. On a surface of a selected potential temperature
level above the earth, lines of equal pressure
and saturation pressure are drawn.
b. These maps are useful in precipitation, and
1
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thunderstorm forecasting,
12. Upper air maps are of comparatively recent origin
but of great importance. Their chief value lies in
the fact that they can be used to predict long-
range frontal and cyclonic movements with perhaps
more accuracy than surface maps.
Indirect or Incidental Learning Products .
1. In understanding of the elements of weather which
affect aviation.
2. Ability to read and interpret weather maps.
3. A breaking down of the barrier of fear between the
individual and flying because of his failure to
understand the atmosphere.
4. Overcoming superstitions relating to "signs of the
weather"
.
5. Ability to recognize cloud formations and to predict
their action.
6. An understanding that atmospheric conditions are the
most important factors in reducing distances in
terms of time.
7. An understanding of the relationship and importance
of meteorology to safety in flying.
Teacher References
1. Barber, Charles W., Illustrated Outline of Weather
Science
,
Henley, 1941.
2. Blair, Thomas A., Weather elements
,
Prentice-Hall,
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3. Duncan, Richard, Air Navigation and Meteorology ,
Goodhe art - 1illcox, Chicago, 1941.
4. Emmons, Gardner, Technique of Drawing Isobars on
Weather 'laps , U. S. Hydrographic Office of the
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,
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,
The Weather Bureau , United States
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14. Sloane, Eric, Clouds, Air, and Wind , Devin-Adair,
New York, 1941.
15. Stewart, George, R.
,
Storm , Random House, New York,
1941.
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,
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16. Superintendent of Document, Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C. (eight publications,
15 cents per set).
I* Cloud Forms (chart)
2. Explanation of the Weather Map. (leaflet)
3. Weather Forecasting. (Bulletin No. 42.)
4. Weather Reporting and Forecasting, (leaflet)
5. The Weather Bureau, (descriptive pamphlet)
6. Fighting Gold Weather with the Fruit and
Vegetable Han. (leaflet)
7. The Eow and Why of Weather Knowledge,
(pamphlet )
.
8. Sample copy of the Washington Daily Weather
Map.
17. Taylor, George F., Aeronautical Meteorology , Pitman
Publishing Corp., New York, 1942.
18. United States Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau
Library, Selected Bibliography on Meteorology
and Related Subje cts, Washington, TT. C.
19. United States Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau,
Weather Service Aids
,
Washington, D. C.
20. U. S. Weather Bureau, Cloud Forms according to the
International System of Classification , 3d. ed.
Government Post Office, Washington, D. C, 1941.
8p. 32 plates.
21. Wenstrom, William H., Weather and the Ocean of Air
,
Houghton, I'iflin, Boston, Mass.
22. Yancey, Lewis A., Aerial Navigation and Meteorology
,
Henley, 1941.
Films
1. Air Currents and How They Behave , Pathe News., 16 mm.
2. Clouds and Weather
,
American Film Centre, 45 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York., 16 mm.
3. Modern Weather and Theory and Structure of Storms , U.S.
Array Signal Corp. Film 1 - 134., 16 mm.
4. The Weather
,
Erpi Classroom Films, 35th Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y., 16 ram.
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5. The Weather 5 Films Incorporated, 330 West 42nd Street,
Hew York, 16 mm.
6. Clouds , U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C. , 16 mm.
7. heather Forecast , Gaumont British Instructional Films.
Slide Films
1. Air Ma s s e s
,
Detroit
2. Air Pilotage
Detroit, Michigan*
3. Climate , Jam Handy Organization, E. Grand Blvd.,
De tro i t , Ml ch i gan
.
4. Cloud Formation and Air Masses
,
elementary Meteorology
Series, by L. Comdr. Thomas C. Gillmer and H.
Erich Nietsch, Society of Visual education Inc.,
100 East Ohio St., Chicago 11, Illinois.
5. Elements of Weather and Atmospheric Circulation
,
Society of Visual Education Inc., 100 East Ohio
St., Chicago 11, Illinois.
6. Flight Instruments , Jam Handy Organization, E. Grand
Blvd., Detroit, Michigan*
7 . Meteorological Instruments, Fronts and Forecasts
,
Society of Visual Education Inc., 100 East Ohio
St., Chicago 11, Illinois.
8. The Air Ocean, Jam Handy Organization, E. Grand Blvd.,
Detroit, Michigan.
9. Weather , Jam Handy Organization, E. Grand Blvd.,
Detroit, Michigan.
Maps and Charts .
1. Climatic Charts for the United States , U. S. Department
of Commerce, Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.
(Seventeen charts, 10 by 16 inches; 85 cents a
set, 5 cents each).
2. Frost Charts for the United States, U. S. Department
of Commerce, Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.
(Five charts, 10 by 16 inches; 25 cents a set, 5
cents each).

3. Blank weather maps for use in meteorological studies
will be furnished on receipt of price, viz,
Washington "base map (1901-WB, 19 by 24 inches),
$1.00 per 100; not less than 25 sold. Chief,
U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.
4. Cloud Forms : 20 half-tone plates on sheet 19 by 25
inches ; 5 cents, U. leather Bureau, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
5. The Denoyer - Geppert Lie teorology Series , Denoyer-
Geppert Co., Chicago, Illinois, §8.00 (Manual free)
Unit Assignment
Introduction: The teacher displays to the class the
weather instruments: thermometer, barometer, vane,
hygrometer, rain gauge, and anemometer. If these in-
struments are not available use pictures in an opaque
projector or make glass slides and project these on the
screen. Directed to the class:
a. What are the names of these instruments?
b. Where have you seen these instruments used?
c. How are these instruments used? What do they measure
1. Record the outside temperature regularly for the
next two weeks and make graphs to show the variation
from day to day at the same hour. Indicate the kind
of weather oc curing at the time when each reading
is recorded.
2. Demonstration: a thermometer. The teacher shows the
class the thermometer and a large board diagram.
Has a thermometer any other uses besides measuring the
heat or cold of the air? What?
c
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3. Demonstration ; Use glass slide in projector and show
picture of an anemometer.
a. Why does this device have cups?
b. Where is the system of clock work located which
registers the rate of speed?
4. What part do scientific instruments play in the
gathering of important weather information.
5. Why did Galileo and Torricelli construct the barometer?
What was the problem they were trying to solve?
6. What was the ancient idea of the nature of air?
7. hefer to a physic text book and find what the absolute
zero temperature means. Prepare a report in which
you explain absolute zero and the procedure for chang-
ing centigrade readings to absolute readings.
8. Determine the relative humidity regularly and draw
a graph to summarize your data. Include a record of
the state of the weather so that humidity changes and
weather changes can be related.
9. Demonstration ; ivlake a simple barometer from a flask
and a Mason jar. Fill the jar half full of water. In-
vert the flask and stick the neck inside the jar.
Some of the water in the jar will rise in the neck of
the flask. The height of the water in the neck of the
flask will vary according to changes of atmospheric
pressure. By putting marks at various points on the
neck of the flask, you can roughly predict weather
c
changes. Keep a record of the height of the water on
fair and stormy days. Then write the answers to the
following questions:
a. What do you observe on fair days?
b. What do you observe on stormy days or just before
a stormy day?
c. Wttf is the atmosphere heavier close to the earth?
d. What effect does thin air, or air at a high
altitude, have on the landing speed of a plane?
e. Why is an aneroid barometer more convenient than
a mercurial barometer?
f. On a chart keep a record of the barometer readings
(taken each day when your class meets) and the
weather for the day.
10. Why is a thermometer sealed at both ends, whereas a
barometer is open at one end?
11. If both readings on a sling psychrometer are the same,
what condition is indicated?
12. According to the definition of the absolute scale of
temperature measurement, what is the absolute
equivalent of 35 degrees centigrade?
13. Demonstration : Tak:e a long, wooden Kraft cheesebox
and saw it into sections and from the spare parts
construct two smaller boxes. On one face of each box
tack a square of tin in place of a wooden side. Drill
a hole in the top of each box large enough to insert
r
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a thermometer. Y*rap each thermometer with cloth or
cord at the point where it is to fit in the hole in
the box so that the thermometer can be secured part
in the box and part out of the box. Use two identical
thermometers for the experiment and have both boxes
the same size. Paint one box all black and paint the
other box white, or use a shiny aluminum paint if
you have it. Place the two boxes in the sunshine
with the black tin and the silvery tin sides toward
the s un
.
a. What is the temperature reading of the thermometer
in the black box at the end of a half hour?
b. What is the thermometer reading for the white
box at the end of a half hour?
c. Which box absorbed more heat and thus had a
higher temperature?
d. What happened to the heat (infrared waves) when
they struck the shiny surface of the white box?
14. Duplicate the experiment by using two identical dishes
and fill one dish with black earth and the other with
water. Fasten thermometers so that one is embedded
in the earth and the other in the water. Place both
dishes in the sunshine.
a. Which heats more rapidly, water or earth?
b. «*hich absorbs more heat?
c. Which best reflects tne heat?

15. Explain how a barometer works.
16. Name the instruments used in measuring humidity by
temperature and tell how it works.
17. 'why is it necessary to take temperature readings
20 to 30 feet in the air?
18. Give a definition of weather.
19. Distinguish between weather and climate.
20. Demonstration: Dew-Point Apparatus.
Equipment : Thermometer, bright tin can, ice.
Procedure : Fill a bright tin can three-fourths full
of water. Add chipped ice to the water, stirring it
frequently with the thermometer, until a film of
moisture (dew) forms on the outside of the can. Read
the temperature. Remove the ice and keep stirring
the water until the film disappears. Read the tempera-
ture again. The mean of these two temperatures will
approximate the dew point.
21* What is meant by the "dew point"? Why is it important
to the pilot?
22. How thick is the total earth's atmosphere?
23. Ynhat is the troposphere? tropopause? stratosphere?
Give the characteristics of each.
24. How does the temperature of the atmosphere vary?
25. Yi/hat per cent of the air is oxygen? Do you think
that this percentage v/ould be different in the air
over Australia from that over your locality?
26. Yvhat effects are due to the presence of dust and
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) water vapor in the atmosphere?
27. why does liquid within a thermometer rise when heated?
Would water be satisfactory for use within thermometers?
28. What would you expect the pressure to be (in inches
of mercury) at a height of 10,000 feet in a normal
atmosphere?
a. Convert your answer into millibars.
b. What would be the oxygen pressure at this height?
c. How many times would this oxygen pressure have to
be increased to reach the value for normal
breathing 2
d. What would you expect the temperature to be at
this height, if the surface temperature were
52 degrees Fahrenheit?
29. Demonstration
:
Show the film C 1 oud s and 'we a ther
,
American Film Center Inc., New York. Discuss with the
class factors you wish to look for (1) Of what value
is each cloud type in giving some clue about weather
changes? (2) Compare stratiform and cumuliform clouds.
Is the air within and surrounding them rough or smooth?
(3) Account for the high-speed vertical currents
found within thunderstorms. (4) What do you think
the pilot should know about the clouds before going
on a trip? (5) What means of securing the data about
clouds can be used?
%

30. Give the altitude ranges and composition of the ten
types of clouds.
31. Explain why the cumulo-nimbus clouds are called
"factories for clouds".
32. Ceiling balloons usually ascent (sea-level) at the
rate of 600 feet a minute, if such a balloon dis-
appeared from view in five minutes, what was the
cei ling?
33. On a hot day over a land surface with no clouds
present what would be the lapse rate in the lower
levels of the atmosphere?
34. What description - clear, scattered, broken, or over-
cast - would you apply to skies as shown on Page 651,
The National Geographic Magazine, December, 1943?
35. How do you account for the following:
a. The large amount of rain fall usually found on
the windward slopes of high mountains?
b. The dry regions usually found on the leeward
slopes?
36. On a hot day over a land surface with no clouds
present what would be the lapse rate on the lower
levels of the atmosphere?
37. Why do the pilots watch cumulus clouds carefully for
signs of vertical development?
38. What are the distinguishing characteristics of each
cloud type?
c
39. Account for the differences in the normal lapse
rate, the dry adiabatic lapse rate, and the wet
adiabatic lapse rate.
40. What cloud forms are associated with stable air?
With unstable air? Explain the difference.
41. Hake a drawing of a cross section of a mountain
which shows a surface temperature and then tempera-
tures at various levels of air that is passing up
one slope and down the other while undergoing
temperature changes at the dry adiabatic rate.
42. The ten cloud types are subdivided further in more
complete cloud classifications. Ivlake a collection
of cloud forms. The Weather Bureau has several
available charts of cloud forms. Write to the
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. for
price lists of publications relating to meteorology.
43. Make a list of devices in which adiabatic cooling
or heating has important industrial application.
Diesel Engines and refrigerating systems are typical
examples. In each instance explain the exact nature
of the adiabatic change.
44. Demonstration : Do all clouds indicate the same type
of weather? The teacher shows pictures of cumulus,
cirrus, stratus, and nimbus clouds. Discuss these
with the pupils.
a. What is a storm cloud?

b. Is there any difference between a fog and a cloud
45. Demonstration ; Cloud-Formation Apparatus.
Equipment
:
Flask, one-hole stopper, rubber tubing,
glass tubing, air pump.
Procedure : Insert a snort piece of glass tubing in
a one-hole stopper that fits a 500-ml. spherical
flask. Connect the glass outlet tube to a pressure
pump by means of rubber tubing. (Be sure to cover all
of the exposed glass tubing with the rubber tubing to
avoid breakage.) Put 50 ml. of water in the flask
and close it with the stopper arrangement as shown in
The Teachers Manual for Elements of Pre "Flight
Aeronautics for High Schools
,
page 38. The increased
amount of vapor due to the heat of compression con-
denses with the sudden cooling due to expansion, and
a cloud is formed.
46. How are cloud types grouped?
47. How is the extent of clouds indicated on a weather
map?
48. What is meant by the term visibility?
49. Of what use is a knowledge of the dew point and sur-
face temperature to pilots?
50. How does advection fog form? Monsoon fog? Sea fog?
Up-slope fog? Frontal fog?
51. What is the distinction between clouds and fog?
(
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52. Of v4iat value is each cloud type in giving some clue
about weather changes?
53. What is the relation between temperature and pressure?
54. Why are currents within thunderstorms so dangerous
to airplanes?
55. How does the pilot adjust to the perils of thunder-
storms?
56. Are tornadoes and hurricanes a menace to airplanes?
57. How can hazards due to reduced ceilings and visibility
be avoided?
58. Define the following (a) air mass, (b) source region,
and (c) modification of an air mass.
59. What are the source regions of air masses that affect
the weather of the United States?
60. What causes air masses to move?
61. What do the following symbols indicate in naming air
masses?
a. P e. C i. MTW
b. A f. M j. CPW
c. T g. K k. S
d. TG h. W 1. M
TS
62. Compare warm and cold air masses as to their general
stability. Explain the difference.
63. It is October and you expect to fly from Detroit to
Flint, Michigan. You observe on the weather map for
p
area the symbol C . Describe the following flying
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conditions you would expect to encounter.
a. Visibility.
b. Sky condition.
c. Turbulence.
64. Why are flying condition characteristics of certain
air masses important to a pilot?
65. What is the cause of the high humidities and frequent
thunderstorms in the eastern and central United States
during the summer?
66. Describe weather conditions likely to be found within
Tq air as it moves northward from its source region.
67. Obtain a Bergeron classification of air masses such
as given in the Civil Aeronautics Bulletin No. 25
Lie teorology f or Pilots and write an interpretation
of the table.
a. write an explanation of the data given in the
tables about properties of the air masses from
the standpoint of flying.
68. Investigate the work of the Bjerkness family,
Bergeron, Rossby, Petterssen, and other famous
meteorologists whose names are associated with air
mass analysis. Include in your report interesting
features of their lives.
69. Find out which air masses affect weather in your
locality most and at what season of the year. Local
weather authorities may be willing to help you in
4
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your research.
70. Write a report about the effect of ocean current,
deserts, mountains, lakes, eddies, upon the air
masses which pass over them.
71. Draw a cress section of an air mass that has not
been modified after becoming quite uniform in its
properties. Show li*cely temperature, relative
humidities, pressure, at various levels. Indicate
that these properties are rather uniformly dis-
tributed at any one horizontal level.
72. 'nhere does the air mass acquire its own particular
properties?
73. What kind of weather usually follows strong cold
fronts?
74. Demonstration : Show slide films from the Jam Handy
Organization called 11Air Masses". The slide films
will give time to discuss between each slide how the
fronts are built up.
a. Note the average slope at the cold fronts and
at the warm fronts.
b. How do you locate a front on a map?
c. Draw a wave cyclone from the film.
75. Viihat is meant by (a) front, (b) slope, (c) dis-
continuity surface?
76. What is a warm front? What is a cold front?
77. In a cold front moving southward would you expect

to cross the front at 10,000 feet to the south or to
the north of the front at the ground?
78. What are isobars? How does the spacing of isobars
indicate the relative velocity of the wind?
79. What effect has the spin of the earth on wind?
80. How can you locate a front on a weather map?
81. Slow moving cold fronts may or may not have tall
tov/ering cumuli form clouds. How would you interpret
the stability of the air where there were no clouds?
When do these clouds appear?
82. What is likely to be the vertical extent of the cloud
systems at a fast moving cold front?
83. Y*hi ch type of front provides the most hazardous flying
84. that cloud types would you see when flying toward a
warm front from the cold air side?
85. Make clay or celluloid models to give a three
dimensional illustration of fronts and cyclonic waves.
86. Send to the 'weather Bureau for weather maps which
show isobars and fronts. Write your explanation for
the forecasts given.
87. Find out what is meant by "coriolis forces". Get a
diagram from the Civil aeronautics Admini stration
(3ulletin Ho. 25) , or other source, and write an ex-
planation of these apparent forces.
88. Write a report on "The Usefulness of Buys Ballot's
Lav/ to Pilots".
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89. Make a report to the class on "Property Damage and
Loss of Life in the United States caused by Tornadoes."
90. Vhat type of weather will the aviator be lively to
experience in crossing each of the four fronts?
91. Explain how the air masses form at cold, warm, occluded,
or stationary fronts?
92. Name and describe the weather hazards which confront
the aviator.
93. Explain the life cycle of a cyclone.
94. What source, other than the daily weather map, furnishes
weather information suitable for the pilot?
95. How do fronts compare with other regions as producers
of icing condi tions?
96. How do you account for icing conditions near warm
fronts?
97. Compare warm fronts and cold front icing conditions as
to extent, severity, and the method of avoiding them.
98. How do the pilot and meteorologist work together to
reduce the ice hazard?
99. What is meant by supercooling? Explain its significance
in ice formation.
100. Since cold front clouds are of the cumuli form type,
which type of ice are they more likely to form?
101. What is meant by "pressure gradient"?
102. How are fronts located on a weather map?
((
103. Identify and account for the direction of air flow
in each of the following (Northern Hemisphere):
a. Prevailing westerlies.
b. Trade winds.
c. Antitrade winds.
d. Polar easterlies.
e. Horse latitudes.
f. Doldrums.
104. How are winds named? How are wind direction and
wind velocity obtained near the earth's surface?
105. What are monsoon circulations? How do land and sea
breezes differ from monsoons?
106. What temperature change occurs in foehn wind? Vi/hat
effects result from this temperature change?
107. Explain how mountain and valley breezes are set up.
108. What are the general characteristics of hurricanes?
Compare the velocity of the hurricane with the veloci
of the winds within them.
109. A trade wind blows from the southeast toward the
equator. In what hemisphere, northern or southern,
is the wind blowing? Explain your answer.
110. Explain why the oceans are low-pressure areas during
the winter season and high-pressure areas during the
summer.
111. Describe how air would circulate on a non-rotating,
smooth- surfaced earth.

112. What is the direction of the earth's rotation? What
is its effect upon northward and southward-moving
air in the Northern Hemisphere?
113. Why are the equatorial regions warmer than belts of
higher latitudes?
114. Does all wind travel at the same rate of speed? Is
the rate of wind measured? How?
115. Do winds effect the barometer? How?
116. What is a cyclone? Extratropical cyclone?
117. Are the winds in the vicinity of a front clockwise
or counter-clockwise? Explain.
118. Why do we always find a wind shift at a front?
119. 3efore weather bureaus were in use, how did people
forecast the weather?
120. From what source do we obtain weather forecasts and
warnings? By what means? Are these important to us
121. Report to the class the difference between hurricane
tornado, cyclone, blizzard, and typhoon.
122. How for ahead can weather be forecast accurately?
123. How true are weather signs and sayings?
124. What is an isotherm? Where is the lowest? Highest?
125. What do the arrows on the map tell us?
126. What is an isobar? Where is the highest? Lowest?
Where are these located? What is a "low"? "High"?
What is the relationship between a "low", and "high"
and the barometer?
<
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127. What information does the pilot need to have before
he takes off on a flight?
128. Describe how the Weather Bureau gathers the data
needed for forecasting.
129. Draw and label a station model to illustrate the
method of grouping an observation station's data on
a weather map.
130. How are upper-air observations made? Why are they
important?
131. How often are weather observations made at the various
airway stations?
132. What are the chief agencies for the collection of
weather data in the United States?
133. How does the pilot obtain weather information during
flight?
134. How is the time of the observations indicated on a
weather map?
135. What are the mo3t important features of a weather map?
136. What are isobaric surfaces?
137. What are isotherms? Isallobars?
138. What is the value of upper air maps?
139. Which usually has the greater velocity; surface wind
or winds at higher levels?
140. What is the value of synoptic maps representing past
weather conditions to one who is about to forecast
future conditions?
(
141. List specific ways in which the pilot makes use of
the forecasts before and during a flight.
142. What are the types of airway forecasts? What in-
formation do they contain?
143. Give three steps that a pilot must follow in order
to arrive at an intelligent decision in regard to the
weather he will likely encounter during a proposed
flight.
144. Name some of the weather hazards that a pilot must
adjust his flight to.
145. How does a forecaster use weather maps in making a
forecast?
146. How are upper air soundings obtained and what are
they used for?
147. How are Wind Aloft Charts used in forecasting?
148. How often are weather maps made?
149. What is a synoptic weather map? How is it made?
150. What meteorological ability should the pilot have?
151. what does the pilot require of a forecaster?
Optional Related Activities
1. Write the life sketch of one of the scientists:
Fahrenheit, Gabriel; Franklin, Benjamin; Galilei,
Galileo; Guericke, Otto von; Torricelli, Evangelista.
2. Make one: Rain gauge, thermometer, barometer, hygro-
meter, weather vane.
3. If a little air were allowed to enter the space above
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the mercury in the closed tube of a barometer, how
would it affect the reading?
4. Investigate the determination of the ceiling using
the clinometer. Demonstrate to the class how the
mathematics of such a determination is actually
worked out?
5. Make a collection of textbook remarks about weather
significance of each type of cloud, (see Humphreys,
W. J., leather Proverbs and Paradoxes ).
6. Make a series of charts that will help the class in
understanding adiabatic changes and air stability.
7. I-iake a simple dew-point apparatus and compare the
results obtained. -
8. 'what are the instruments necessary to be an average
weather reporter?
9. How is it possible for an aviator to tell how high he
is in the air?
10» Name and describe the instrument which uses a human
hair as a measuring device?
11. Give the seven meteorological elements which determine
weather and define each.
12. Secure a series of at least five outdated weather
maps. Study them carefully in the light of information
you have gained from your reading. Plan trans-
continental airplane trips to take place on different
days, making use of more than one map. Write a
<
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description of weather conditions that are likely to
prevail throughout the trip on each particular day.
Plot on each map the route you would fly in order to
avoid undesirable weather areas.
13. Observe the day-by-day weather conditions and keep
a written description of them. Keep them in graph
form, recording the temperature and pressure reading
for the same days. Compare your findings with a
member of the class.
14. Investigate famous stratosphere flights and report
your findings of the greatest height reached by man.
15. Record the pressure regularly and make graphs and
weather records. Analyze carefully the relationship
between pressure changes and weather changes. Continue
this record for later use in weather analysis.
16. Build a sling psychrometer . Use it in determining
relative humidity and, if possible, compare results
with those obtained with a commercial apparatus.
17. Hake a record of the visibility and account for
reductions in visibility by giving type of precipitation,
and pressure of fogs.
18. Write a report on "Vveather Changes in the Equatorial
Region".
19. Write analyses for selected portions of a map.
20. Obtain a sequence of maps and forecasts for previous
dates from the Weather Bureau and study each map and

write what you believe to be the reason behind the
forecast made.
21. Make a collection of what pilots have written about
their experiences in the vicinity of thunderstorms.
22. Keep a scrapbook of the daily newspaper reports from
one paper and after each write whether they are true
or false.
23. Take detailed notes on one radio weather report.
Follow this up and see how accurate it is. Keep a
record in a notebook and report it to the class.
24. STalce signal flags and fly them for the class to
designate the kind of weather you foretell.
25. Write a history of the growth of the Weather Bureau.
26. Make or obtain a rain gauge and keep a record of the
amount of precipitation for a month. Compare your
finding with that announced for your area by the
Weather Bureau. Would the difference in such readings
be accounted for by errors?
27. Make a large poster of a station model for use in
class discussion.
28. Find out how teletype systems operate.
29. Determine what have been the official reasons given
for accidents occurring on established airlines during
recent years.
30. Look up recent advances in methods of de-icing aircraft.
Describe to the class the details of how de-icing
If
equipment works.
31. Make a working model of a de-icing device.
32. Find out how the radio beam operates and write a
report on its use in making flying safer.
33. Make a diagram to show prevailing winds for the
Southern Hemisphere.
34. Prepare a class report on "The World's Important
Monsoon Circulations". Encyclopedias and other
reference works provide data about monsoons.
35. Construct a model of a hot water heating system to
demonstrate convection.
36. Construct a simple anemometer and a weather vane.
37. Determine the locations of the world's greatest
desert regions and explain why they occur in certain
latitude belts or in special types of geographical
regi ons
.
38. Report to the class the cause and path of the Keene
hurricane of 1938.
39. Keep detailed notes on one radio weather report.
Follow this up and see how accurate it is. Keep a
record in a note book and report it to the class.
40. '.;hy does the temperature in the Sahara Desert vary
so greatly by day and night?
41. Describe the meteorology organization of the United
States Weather Bureau which furnishes weather in-
formation for aviators.
I
42. Place some ice cubes in a shallow pan and blow across
it. Then answer the following questions:
a. 'what occurs above the ice?
b. Plow does fog made in the classroom compare with
fog you are apt to see on a clear summer evening?
c. Make a diagram to illustrate the ice cube ex-
periment. Label: warm air, fog, cold surface,
and type of fog.
d. Under what circumstances would fog of any kind
occur?
e. 'Why don't you see radiation fog and clouds in
the sky at the same time?
f . Make a diagram to illustrate a sea fog over the
Newfoundland Banks. Label: warm gulf current,
cold surface fog.
43. Give several examples from your everyday experiences
to prove that water heats and cools more slowly than
the surrounding land.
44. Compare the direction of the ocean currents with
these movements of air on the globe, Explain.
45. The United States is located in North latitudes,
approximately between 30 and 50. What global winds
would you expect generally in the United States?
46. Disregarding local atmospheric disturbances, but
confining your answers to the generalities derived
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from the study of global winds, do you think a landing
by a Liberator at an airport located in New Guinea
(from the Equator to 10 degrees South Latitude) would
be faster or slov/er than a landing of the same plane
at Fairbanks, Alaska (which is 65 degrees North
Latitude)? Explain.
47. While you are flying, a storm is approaching from the
east. You want to get away from the storm center.
How v/ould you locate it? Make a diagram to illustrate
your answer.
48. Demonstration :
Equi pine nt : For this experiment you need a round-
bottom flask, a beaker of water, a rubber stopper
with one hole, glass tubing to fit stopper, Bunsen
burner, and a clamp stand.
Procedure ; Set up the apparatus. Heat the flask
which is filled with air by gently moving the Bunsen
flame back and forth over the flask, then answer the
following questions.
a. What happens to the air in the flask?
b. How does the air pressure on the surface of the
water in the beaker compare to the air pressure
in the flask when the experiment began?
c. Row does the air pressure on the inside of the
flask compare v/ith the air pressure on the sur-
face of the water?
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d. Allow the air in the flask to cool and then tell
what happens. Yuhy?
e. If a parcel of air in the atmosphere is heated
what would happen to it?
f. How would you describe the equilibrium of this
parcel of air?
Demons trati on : Stable - neutral and unstable equilibrium.
Equipment
:
Get a large ginger ale bottle with a
tight-fitting cork. Then find a small pill bottle
(or perfume bottle) which will slip into the mouth of
the larger bottle .
Procedure : Fill the larger bottle with water. Then
fill the small bottle with water and quickly slip
it, open end dov/n, into the large bottle so that it
rests bottom end up on the surface of the v/ater. Now
insert the cork in the large bottle. By putting
pressure on the cork, you can send the small bottle,
or "driver," down or bring it to the surface.
a. If the diver is going dov/n, what kind of equili-
brium is represented?
b. If the diver is going up, what kind of equili-
brium is represented?
c. If just the right amount of pressure is put on
the cork so that the diver moves neither up nor
down, what kind of equilibrium is represented?

50. Using the dry adiabatic lapse rate, how high could
a pilot fly before he would encounter icing or a
temperature of 32 degrees F. if the surface tempera-
ture was given as 73 degrees F.
51. A weather station reports a ceiling of 1,800 feet
and a dew-point of 54 degrees p., but omits the
temperature in its report. Figure out the temperature
52. v»hy is a pilot interested in knowing how close the
temperature is to the dew-point at a certain airport?
53. Station A is 600 feet above sea level and reports a
barometric reading of 1022.2 millibars. Station B,
at sea level, reports a barometric pressure of
1020.0 millibars. Construct a diagram for the two
stations and show the direction of the airflow.
Show by mathematics how you determined the airflow.
54. In the space to the right of each direction, draw
the Beaufort Scale symbol you would expect to find
on weather maps for the specified wind conditions:
a. The wind is from the west. V.hole trees are in
motion and it is hard to carry an umbrella.
b. Wind from sxuthwest. Flag extended on flag pole
c. Wind from west, northwest. The wind vane is
just barely turning.
d. There is a calm. No wind whatsoever. Smoke
rises straight up from chimneys.
e. Korth wind. Twigs are broken from trees.
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f. South, southwest wind. Small "branches move,
and dust and loose papers are raised from earth.
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SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Aviation Education Research Group, Teachers College,
Columbia University, Science of Pre-Flight
Aeronautics. Air-Age Education Series, ~Macmillan
Co., 1942. A students' text for pre -flight
aeronautics courses. The subject areas included
were carefully analyzed by professional educators
in cooperation with consultants from the Civil
Aeronautics Administration, the Army and Navy air
services, and the United States Office of Educa-
tion. These areas are sufficiently comprehensive
to serve for courses of 2, 3, or 4 semesters,
according to local requirements. A number of
school systems, public, private, and parochial,
assisted in the development and selection of
materials. The materials were checked for
authenticity by subject matter experts in the
various fields covered. A glossary of terms is
included. 700 illustrations. The seven divisions
of the text are:
Principles of Airplane Structures
Human Factors in Flight
Aerodynamics
Airplane Engines
Meteorology
Communications A
Air Navigation
Baer, Marian E., Rain or Shine ; The Story of Weather,
Farrar, N. Y~T, 1940. This book describes in
interesting style the efforts of many scientists
to understand weather. It is useful in general
science and meteorology classes. It has a few
illustrations and an appendices describing
clouds and charts on rainfall.
Baughman, Harold E., Baughman' s Aviation Dictionary and
Reference Guide ; Aero-Thesaurus . Aero Pub.,
Glendale, California, 1940. This book is arranged
in three major sections; including a dictionary of
aviation terms and abbreviations; a dictionary of
information, including C.A.a. regulations, valuable
flight information, a directory, a list of
aeronautical publications and occupations. It is
an excellent source book and contains illustrations.
Duncan, Richard, Air Navigation and Meteorology ; 4th ed.
Goodheart-vVillcox, Chicago, 111., 1941. This book
contains a comprehensive account, in nontechnical
language, of air navigation and meteorology for pilots.
<I
Fitzpa trick, F. L. , and K. A. Stiles, The Biology of
Flight
,
Air-Age Education beries, The Maemillan
Co., N. Y., 1942. This book contains a discussion
of organisms that fly, types of flight, the effects
of pressure and temperature in aviation, other
altitude effects, positive and negative accelera-
tion, the sense organs and flight, physical
fitness for flight and the relationship of air
transportation and disease control. The book is
well illustrated.
*
Teachers Manual
for the Biology of Flight, Air-Age Education Series,
Maemillan Co., N. Y., 1942. This manual contains
suggestions for teaching The Biology of Flight,
either as a part of other courses or as a separate
course and for the use of demonstration, specimens,
tests, charts, and classroom discussions in the
c our s e
.
Gillmer, Thomas C, and Herman E. Nietsch, Simplified
Theory of Flight , Van Nostrand, N. Y., 1941. This
is a simplified discussion of aerodynamics for
student pilots and others interested in understanding
the physical laws which operate in flight. Well
illus trated.
Appendix
:
A. Effects of flying on the pilot.
B. Effects of flaps on the airplane flight.
C. Aerodynamic glossary of great value to
the teacher.
Grow, Malcolm C, and Harry G. Armstrong, Fit to Fly ;
..edical Handbook for Fliers, Apple ton-Century,
l\ . Y
.
, 1941. This book is a textbook of aviation
medicine for the aviator and the lay public. It
is written in an authoritative, yet simple and
interesting style. This is a comprehensive reference
text for the high school student interested in
aviation biology. The book includes discussion
of the physical demands aviation makes on the body,
the maintenance of good health, and the effects of
high-altitude flight.
Halpine, Charles G. " A Pilot's Ivleteorology ", Van No strand,
H. Y., 1941. This is a pilot's textbook on
meteorology written by an expert. It is well illus-
trated. Has a glossary of terms. It contains a
series of five weather maps (pocket). It is useful
as a text for the more capable high school student.
r
Hamburg, Merrill, and George H. Tvveney, The American
Student Flyer , Pitman Publishing Corp., N. Y. , 1942.
This is a general text in elementary pre-flight
aeronautics for use at the high school level.
The book includes chapters on the history of
aviation, structures, aerodynamics, meteorology,
navigation, communications, civil air regulations,
and gliders. It is well illustrated.
Johnston, S. Paul, Horizons Unlimited ; a Graphic History
of Aviation, Duell, N. Y. , 1941. This book is a
popular history of aviation for the high school
student. It begins with a brief discussion of the
ocean of air and of flight principles. The book
covers the topics of balloons, airships,
orni thopters
,
helicopters, autogiros and gyro-
planes, gliders and sailplanes, and airplanes. It
is comprehensive and well written with excellent
photographs
.
Jordanoff, as sen, Through the Overcast ; the .art of
Instrument Flying, Funk, S . Y
.
, 1938. This book
is a textbook for student pilots on meteorology,
air navigation, aircraft instruments, radio
guided flight, and related topics. The discussion
of each topic is related to a diagram. Well
illustrated.
Knerr, Hugh J. , The Student Pilot's Training Primer
,
Van Nostrand, N.Y., 1941. This book is a text
book for pre-flight instruction in the theory of
flight, necessary physical reactions of the body
while flying, and the art of flying. It is a
simple and readable book on how to fly.
Petterssen, Sverre, Introduction to Meteorology
, McGraw-
Hill, N. Y., 1941 . An elementary text in the
basic principles of modern meteorology. It is
clearly written in a somewhat condensed style and
includes weather maps.
Pickwell, Gayle, Weather
,
McGraw-Hill, N. Y. , 1938.
This book has fifty-four full-page photographs of
weather phenomena and weather maps, accompanied
by a readable discussion of some of the causes,
signs, and work of weather. The book includes a
chapter on man's adaptation to v/eather and his
attempts at forecasting.
Pope, Francis, and Arthur S. Otis, Elements of aero-
nautics, ..orId Book Co., N. Y. , 1941. A compre-

hensive textbook in aeronautics written for high
schools. The book includes the art of flying,
aerodynamics, air navigation, meteorology, and
rules and regulations for safety in flight. It
contains many diagrams and illustrations. The ex-
plana ti onsare clear and understandable. Accompanied
by a teachers' manual.
Sloane, Eric, Clouds, ^ir and Winds , Devin-Adair, N. Y.
,
1941. An artist's description of clouds and their
formation and characteristics, and a primer of
flight meteorology. The book includes material of
interest on air and wind and their relation to
weather. It is written for the layman.
U. S. Civil Aeronautics Administration, Meteorology for
Pilots , B. C. Haynes, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C, 1940 (Civil Aeronautics,
Bulletin No. 25). A textbook for use in the pre-
liminary ground course of the Civilian Pilot
Training Program. Comprehensive treatment of the
subject. It includes glossary, weather maps,
numerous diagrams, and bibliography.
Vetter, Ernest, G., Lt. U. S. N. K. Visibility Unlimited ;
an Introduction to the Science of "..eathor and the
Art of Practical Flying. William l.Iorrow and Co.,
Inc., 1942. A simple, clear, and detailed pre-
sentation of the related subjects of meteorology
and navigation for student pilots and those taking
ore-flight courses in high school and colleges.
The subject is presented as taught in the basic
training of the Army and Navy and in preparation
for Civil Aeronautics Certificates. The book con-
tains many sketches, diagrams, and photographs.
i,eems, Philip, V. K., Air Navigation, 2nd ed. IvIcGraw-
Hill, N. Y. , 1938. A book designed to cover the
entire field of air navigation for the civil
aviators. Special attention is given to radio,
celestial navigation, and meteorology. The purpose
is to present the latest and best methods of
navigation, omitting theoretical and nonessential
material.
Wenstrom, William H. Weather and the Ocean of Air
,
Houghton, Boston, 1942. ^.n interesting book for
lavmen who wish to obtain an understanding of the
causes of various weather phenomena and the means
of forecasting. It describes the importance of
(
meteorology to aviation. It is clearly written
and well illustrated.
ey, Lewis A., ^erial Navigation and Meteorology ;
A comprehensive treatise in simple language for the
student with an average education. 2nd rev. and
enlarged ed., Henley, N. Y. , 1929. A general
text for the lay reader or high school student in-
terested in flying. Defines and discusses funda-
mental terms and concepts related to aerial
navigation. Discusses charts and maps of geography
and weather, instruments used with them in
navigation, especially the compass, radio, alti-
meter, and barometer. The book includes chapters
on first aid and air commerce regulations. It is
useful for reference and supplementary reading in
the high school.
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j ANNOTATED FILMS
aerodynamics; Problem of Flight , Erpi Classroom Films,
1841 Broadway, N. Y.
,
1941, 11 mill, - 16 mm, 35 mm.
Photography, diagrams, sound, commentary excellent.
Study guide available. Film shows hew an airplane
pilot determines the movements of an airplane
(taking off, climbing, banking, stalling, spinning,
and recovery, diving, gliding, landing) by operating
the plane's controls (rudder, elevators, ailerons,
stabilizer fin), and demonstrates how these controls
regulate the forces acting upon the plane in flight.
Should follow Aerodynamics; Theory of Flight.
aerodynamics; Theory of Flight, Erpi Classroom Films,
1841 Broadway, N.Y., 1941, 11 min. - 16 mm, 35 mm.
Photography, diagrams, sound, commentary excellent.
Study guide available. The film gives a general
idea of the basic principles of aerodynamics by
explaining and illustrating, with straight photo-
graphy and animated diagrams of plain and cambered
airfoils in a smoke tunnel, the lift and drag
forces affecting a plane in flight. The motions
of a plane caused by these forces, and the method
of controlling a plane about vertical, lateral,
and longitudinal axes with the rudder, elevator,
and ailerons is demonstrated. Animation, superimposed
on scenes of a model plane in flight, gives a
graphic illustration of pitching, rolling, and
yawing.
Air Currents and Kow They Behave , Pathe News, Visual
Education Service, 131 Clarendon Street, Boston,
I/Iass. 12 min - 16 mm. Excellent diagrams.
Photography and sound fair. Part I. Clarence
Chamberlin explains a device for observing and
photographing air currents. Obstacles are sus-
pended in the wind tunnel to show the action of air
currents flowing past surfaces with different shapes.
Miniature airplane wing in tunnel illustrates
forces which keep an airplane in the air and which
cause a plane to stall and to go into a tailspin.
America Learns to Fly , National Dairy Council, 111 North
Canal Street, Chicago, 111. 10 min - 16 mm.
Photography, sound, commentary good, ^ir cadets
maintain physical fitness, which means perfect
coordination and steady nerves, by eating plenty
of vegetables and milk products. Cadets are shown
(
undergoing rigid physical examinations, in various
stages of flight instruction, and during recreation
periods: examples to all Americans to keep physi-
cally fit for wartime efficiency. A new and timely
approach to aviation.
Birds on the jjfing, Edited Pictures System, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y. 12 mln - 16 mm, silent.
Photography good, excellent slow-motion scenes.
The film explains and illustrates, with the slow-
motion camera, the methods of flight of pigeons,
gulls, owls, condors, and hawks. It stresses the
flight of gulls, the most efficient flying machines.
Excellent demonstrations cf natural flight.
Bray Aviation Series: Methods of Flight . Bray Picture
Corporation, 729 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
25 min - sound - 16 mm. Photography good. Excellent
slow-motion scenes of bird flights. The film shows
how man has attempted to copy the methods of flight
of birds. Slow-motion studies illustrate how birds
move their wing and tail feathers in flight and upon
landing. Man f s attempt to copy flapping wing
flight shov/n by the orni thopter. Soaring and
gliding birds are pictures with scenes of man's
more successful imitations - the sail plane and
the glider. Lighter- than-air balloons are shov/n
and examples of aircraft built on the rotating wing
principle of the maple seed and the boomerang -
the autogiro and the helicopter.
Clouds
, United States Department of Agriculture, Office
of Motion Pictures, Washington, D. C, 15 min -
sound - 16 mm, 35 mm. Excellent photography.
Harp music accompanies the film. The film touches
on the beauty of clouds and explains briefly how
clouds are formed and how they foreshadow changes
in weather, making a knowledge of them essential
to weather forecasting. The progression of
different types of clouds in a typical cyclone wave
is pictures with accompanying information on wind
shifts, temperature changes, pressure changes, and
average rate of travel of the wave. The pace of
the film is rapid. The commentary identifies more
than instructs. Film can be reshown with benefit
for instructional purposes, for the photography is
worth seeing more than once.
C 1 oud s and We a the
r
,
is a ten-minute film made up of
materials from Clouds, edited by The American Film
Center. The sequences on the beauty of clouds
have been omitted.
I
louds Go to ;;ork , Edited Pictures Systems, 330 '.Vest
42nd Street, Mew York. 12 min - sound - 16 m.
Photography and commentary good. The film explains
briefly how clouds are formed and the causes of
precipitation. Some of the ways in which man uses
the rain are shown: for power generation, irrigation
refrigeration, and drinking water.
The Power of Clouds , A silent version of Clouds Go To
Work, does not show so many uses of rain water but
includes the other material in the sound film.
Principles of Flight, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
H. Y. , 15 rnin, silent, 16 mm. Photography, diagrams
good. The film demonstrates, by scenes of gliders
and kites, how air currents provide the lift forces
which keep an airplane in the air. It explains,
with diagrams, how streamlining cuts down the forces
of resistance, and how, by operation of the plane's
controls (rudder, elevators, ailerons, stabilizer
fin) movements of a plane in flight are regulated.
The Story of a Disturbance , Gauniont British Pictures
Corporation of America, 12 min, sound, 16 mm.
College Film Center, 59 E. Van Buren Center,
Chicago, 111. Photography and diagrams excellent.
Use of speed-up camera to show cloud movements.
Instruments used in the gathering of weather data
and weather maps are explained. Diagrams show the
progression of a disturbance across the face of the
British Isles, the collision of the tropical air
with the arctic air, the development of the cyclonic
wave, and the occlusion process as the cold front
overtakes the warm front. The types of clouds
which accompany a disturbance are described, while
the speed-up camera affords a remarkably effective
means of studying their movements, which show the
movements of air currents in such a disturbance.
The Weather
,
Srpi Classroom Films, 1841 Broadway, N. Y.
,
15 min, sound, 16 mm, 35 min. Photography, diagrams,
commentary excellent. Study guide available. The
film indicates the importance of weather conditions
to man's activities (examples include the airline
pilot); explains weather elements and instruments
used for measuring and predicting these elements;
and describes the effect of solar radiation, of
circulation of the atmosphere, and of the polar
and tropical air masses on the weather of our earth.
The progression of a sample wave cyclone is

illustrated by diagrams. Typical air movements,
the causes of clouds, precipitation, wind shifts,
temperature changes, thunderstorms, and fair
weather are explained. Excellent teaching subject.
Film highly technical with no relief from this
type of material. Showing should be preceded by
some study of the subject. Film should be shown
more than once or studied in sections, especially
when used with ju nior high school students.
Weather Forecast , Gaumont British Instructional Films,
:'useum of Modern Art, 11 West 53rd Street. N. Y.
25 min, sound, 16 mm. Photography and souxxi very
good. The film shows how the modern system of
communication in the British Isles makes it possible
to gather weather data, to make weather forecasts,
and to send out reports before changes in the
weather have actually occurred. Methods of
recording weather data are illustrated, and some
explanation is given of the instruments which are
used. A gale warning is reported by the Weather
Bureau, and the film illustrates in detail how this
warning affects the Coast Guard, ships at sea,
fishermen, and especially those connected with the
flight of airplanes in the gale area.
Weather Forecasting , Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
15 min, si lent, 16 mm. Photography fair, diagrams
fair. How weather observations are gathered, how
these observations are recorded on a weather map,
and hov/ the maps are interpreted by those who
forecast the weather are the subjects of this film.
Weather instruments are pictured, and their general
use is noted but not explained thoroughly. Diagrams
record a typical progression of high and low
pressure areas across a map of the United States,
while the application of such a progression to
weather forecasting is indicated in the commentary.
Jodern Weather Theory and Structure of Storms : Primary
Circulation, and Development and Characteristics
of Atmospheric naves. Films Ko. 1-133 and 1-134. l/
Castle Films, 30 rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.
The purpose of these films is to give the student
^1/Produced by the U. S. Army Signal Corps. Through the
courtesy of the War Department these have been released
to the U. S. Office of Education for distribution to
schools. The U. S. Office of Education will release
these pictures through Castle Films.

enough basic information to associate normal atmos-
pheric occurrences with principles of weather theory
Primary Circulation: Explains, with the use of
animated diagrams, the action of the earth's atmos-
phere: how the rotation of the earth modifies the
circulation of the atmosphere; why surface winds
are deflected to the right in the northern hemi-
sphere, causing the northeast trade winds, deflected
to the left in the southern hemisphere, causing
the southeast trade winds; why air from the region
around the equator rises and forms the southwest
winds in the northern hemisphere and the northwest
winds in the southern hemisphere; the causes of
high pressure areas; the zone of prevailing wester-
lies; areas of heavy tropical rainfall; the
evolution of cold, dry northeast winds; the forma-
tion of the polar front.
Development and Characteristics of Atmospheric
Waves: Explains, with the use of animated diagrams,
what a "source region" is and how it affects the
atmosphere; the formation of low pressure areas;
what the terms "cold front" and "warm front"
mean; how a cold front underruns a warm front,
causing a "passive uprise"; how a warm front
overruns a cold front, causing an "active uprise";
the progress of a typical atmospheric wave. across
the continent; the kinds of clouds that are formed;
the possibility of precipitation; what an occluded
front is and its effect upon the weather.
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High Flight
Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth
And danced the skies on laughter silvered v/ings;
Sunward I've climbed and joined the tumbling mirth
Of sun-split clouds - and done a hundred things
You have not dr-damed of wheeled and soared and swung,
High in the sunlit silence shining there,
I've chased the shouting wing along and flung
My eager craft through footless halls of air,
Up, up the long delirous, burning blue
I've dropped the wind-swept heights with easy grace,
Where never lark, or even eagle flew,
And, while with silent, lifting mind I've trod
The high untrespassed sanctity of space
Put out my hand, and touched the face of God.
John Ilagee, Jr.
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